
CHAPTER III 

C O N T I N U I T Y AND D I S C O N T I N U I T Y 

hl liiis chapter tiu' prohicni oi discontiiiuity or change in the development oi poltcry dccoration 

the Handkeraniik culture al Hienheim is considered. 

I. Iuliodinii(in 

O l l h e deiorated ware excavated at Hienheim a 

suhstanlial pari lias to he assigned lo the l'.arly and 

to the Middie Neolithie, viz. Linear Bandkeraniik 

("LEK" helow) and Bavarian Rossen ("BR"). 

Present in the same site, hut rather different in 

appearance, they automatically raise the c|uestion 

ol a mutual relationship between them. 

Regarding this prohlem, archaeologists working 

in the general area and period lend lo support one 

ol'lwo positions: 

1. BR deri\es l'roni a developed phase ol'llie 

Stroke Ware dullure ("SBK"), more speeilically 

from that ol'the Plzen Basin in Bohemia. Tiiis \ievv  

is a result of two observations: similarity of BR in 

Bavaria and SBK IV in that area, and absence of a 

transforinational phase LBK/SBK in Bavaria (Za-

potocka 1970: 29: Mauser-(J()ller 1969: 43). 

2. BR is the local Ba\ arian transformation of the 

local Baxariaii LBK. 'I lus idea is ])ul down as an 

analogon to similar loial dexelopments in South 

west (iermany (LBK-Hinkelstein-(irossgartach) 

and in Bohemia (LBK-sarka-SBK), and based on 

the scarcity of both SBK and Grossgartach pottery 

in Bavaria (Meier-Arendt 1975: 134)-

After at least three quarters of a century of inten

sive and extended research, a definition of the LBK 

ware seems hardly necessary; if so, reference may 

be made to Meier-Arendt 1966, or Butschkow 1935, 

or to any genera! introduction to European pre-

history. Less known is the BR style of decoration, 

because of its restricted geographical dispersion 

and because no large-scale excavations have been 

reported as yel. Whal is known ahoul il lias heen 

compiled recently by Meier-Arendt (1975: 134-

135); dclinitions and excellent illustrations are 

offered in Zapotocka (1970; 28-29; ^1- 8)-

A simple description of the supposed develop

ment of BR should be sunicient here; a more 

elaborated definition can be found below (p. 71-

72). In the BR style is it generally thought that 

three "types" or "phases" can be distinguished, al-

tliough they are lumped by at least one auilior 

(Maier 1964: 32-34). The oldest phase is ef|uated 

with the Munzinger type (Dehn and Sangmeister 

1954: 21), contemporaneous with the Bohemian 

SBK III and IV phases; thesecond phase islabeled 

Unterisling, and the tliird one Oberlauterbach. The 

latter occurs probably al the same time as SBK V 

on the other side of the Bavarian Forest. Opinions 

about the relations between the types or phases 

differ. l'"or instance, Meier-Arendt considers the 

Munzinger type a regular SBK ware, attributable 

to a half-hearted colonization of Bavaria from 

Bohemia. Unterisling, on the contrary, he says 

should be the direct descendant of, and successor 

to the local late LBK; subsequently, Oberlauter-

bacher ware was supposedly developed from il 

(Meier-Arendt 1975: 134). 

A quite different view is taken l)v Zapotocka, 

wlio, althougii slie acknowledges the strong SBK 
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111 aOlnities oi the Munzinger type, also notes some 

dillbrences between the two. This type is thought 

by her to liave been developed in tlie Plzener Basin, 

vvhercas the SBK III belongs to Bohemia proper. 

According to lier, alter the introduction of the 

former into Ba\aria (through migratory move-

ments?), the local Middle Neolithic sequence 

sprang IVom it. This sequence, customarily called 

BR, is said to have no direct ties with the South 

Gernian LBK, which had presumably died out 

beforc (Zapotocka 1970: 29J. 

Allhough I w ish to avoid the more or Icss implicit 

sociological and demographical suggestions of the 

above theories, it is still possible to deri\e a gcneral 

proposition about the local evolution of pottery 

decoration in the Early and Middle Neolithic: 

eillici- thrrc is aii aulocluhonous, continuous dcvel-

opinent ol LBK pottery decoration to BR, or there 

is a local (Bavarianj discontinuity between the 

two. 

As no controlled excavations of sites where both 

LBK and BR occur have been reported yet, the 

Hicnheim material might olTer a possibility to 

decide between the two theories. 

'j. Furthe) con.sideralions 

Before attacking the research problem, 1 lirst want 

to clarify and, if possible, to define the concepts of 

continuity and discontinuity. The deduction of 

operational hypotheses should then allow a choice 

between the two options on the basis of the 

excavatcd data. ' 

l e r m s acquirc their iull meaning only in relation 

to their opposites (Lévi-Strauss 1962: 31; also cf. 

Wittgenstein 1922: 5.555) so a description of the 

field within which both concepts are situated is 

necessary. Continuity and discontinuity, by some 

considered the polar ends of a continuüm (e.g., 

Lüning 1975), by others opposites (e.g., Van der 

Waals 1975), are statements about possible rela-

tionships within an area of research - about a 

gradual or a disrupted development in a stipulated 

field; they say nothing about States of affairs out-

side that field. 

In chapter II the notion oïmix was developed to 

refer to the percentages of the various traits of a 

variaijle in some lind when, lor example, at some 

find, or even at some point of time 30"„ of the 

counts for the variable "structure" are curvilinear 

traits, (and, consequently, the remaining 70% 

rectilinear) then it will be said that the mix is 30 

VS. 7 0 . 

In the present context the temporal cxtension of 

the field of analysis is of consec|ucnce, as it is the axis 

along which continuity and discontinuity are lo be 

assessed (spatial extension may also be considered 

when dealing with continuity; here, only the 

chronological aspect is relevant). The simplest field 

of analysis consists of one single variable (x) with 

but two traits, p and q. If at some point of time t' 

only trait p is found (read: the mix is 100 

VS. o),and at another point of time t" only 

trait q is observed (the mix is o vs. 100), then it 

may be asked whether between t' and t" a 

continuous or a disrupted development has occur-

red, whether the evolution of the traits p and q of 

variable (x) has been a gradual replacement or a 

sudden changcoxer. In ilic prexious example, 

curvilinear structures would ha\e been replaced 

entirely by rectilinear ones, leaving us with the 

problem of whether this change has been abruj)! or 

gradual. 

Referring to Fig. 8 it may be stated that as long as 

the new trait q (rectilinearity, to remain with the 

example) is introduced earlier (at t[j]) than the 

latest occurrence of the old trait p (curvilinearity; 

at t [i]) there have been mixes in which both traits 

werejointly present (or, both cur\i- and rectilinear 

structures were to be observed), and therefore the 

replacement of p by q has not been disjunct in 

which case we speak oï continuity. If, on the othcr 

hand, t[j] and t[i] coincide, or if t[j] is later than 

t[i], then the succession is disjunct, and we speak of 

discontinuity. 
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Fig. 8. (^Diuimiily and discomiimily un a two-lrait vaiiable. 
A discontinuity; (tj-tj) > o. 
B continuity: (tj-ti) < o 

U: latest appearance of trait p. 
tj: earliest appearance of trait q. 
(tj-ti): adoptive period. 

The time lapse between the ititroduction of a new 

tiaii and the definite disappearance of its pre-

decessor is called the adoptive period of the new trait. 

Expressed schematically, t[j] - t[i] (the adoptive 

period) is positive in liic case of continuity, and 

7.ero or less in the case of discontinuity. Amphfying 

the continuous case of Fig. 8 to its quantitative 

lijrm, a frequency distribution over time Hke the 

one in Fig. g {i.e., an S-shaped curve) will 

probabiy descrihe the siiccession of the mixes 

faithfully (Rogers 196^: 109; Kuenen i9()7: 53, 

bi ) . Such a curve is, ofcourse, a transformation of 

the faniiliai ddiible lenticiilar or "battleship" 

distributions (e.g., Clarke 1970: 424; and for the 

theoretical model Clarke 1968: 172). 

From this same scheme it can be seen that the 

concept of continuity, as used here, refers to a 

situation in which old and new traits coexist; the 

change in the mix is gradual. Similarly, disconti-

luiitN icfcrs to conligiiratioiis in wicii leaps in the 

mixes are to be observed; in mathematics otie 

wmild say that the function describing the change 

in ihc mix has discontinuities (Fig. 9). 

Expanding the field of analysis to incorporate 

more two-trait variables, the situation becomcs as 

shown in Fig. 10. (The case of two variables yields 

similar rcsults; vvith three variables, however, the 

picttne is clearer). Discontinuity remains as above; 

continuity, on the contrary, shows two distinctive 
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h'ig. (). Continuity and discontinuity on a two-trait variable, 
quamified. .,• 
A continuity or: for all t: — ^ ? ' p (loo-p) 

, "*' df • 
H discontinuilv or: for lm < l <tn: — indeterminate. 

dl 
tj: lalesl appearance of trait p. 
tj: earliest appearance of trait q. 
(tj-ti): adoptive period. 

pseudo-amhnuity (Fig. 10): all changes occur 

simuitaneotisly and the length of the adoptive 

period is equal on all variables ("overlap", in 

Lüning 1975). One might imagine a general 

introduction of a new style coupled to a repression 

of the old one, such as would perhaps follow upon 

economical or social tq:)heaval. (ofcourse, this is a 

limiting case of 

continuity proper (Fig. 10): innovations appear 

and old traits disappear at dilferent points of time, 

and the lengths of the respective adoptive periods 

differ also. In this case, a regular development or 

evolution within the field of analysis seems to have 

taken place. Introduction of multi-trait variables 

does not complicate the general picture. Therefore, 

the foUowing conclusions can be deduced from this 

model: ' . 

11, within a field of analysis, a number ofdifferent 

variables are expressed by different traits at differ-
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ti: latest appearance o fa trait. 
Ij! earliesl appearance ofa trait. 
(tj-ti): adoptive period 

eiil ])i)ints of time, liie inlervening change is either 

- continunus, W the introduction of ncw and the 

disappcarance of old traits occur at difi'erent points 

ol time so that the adoptive periods difier with each 

\ariai)le: or it is: 

pseudo-conünuous, if the introduction of all new 

traits occurs at one point of time and the disappcar

ance of all old ones al another point of time so ihal 

the lengths of the adoptive periods are ecpial for all 

variables; or it is: 

discontinuous, if the old traits had disappeared 

hefore new ones were introduced to rcplaee them; 

more gcneralK , if re|3lacemem oecurred in leaps 

lor a number of variables at a time. 

Conceivably, a number of innoxations niight 

happen together, even in the case of true conti

nuity. As the variables are assumed independent, 

this would be a very rare phenomenon; the 

probability that all subsequent developments would 

llien occur at the samc speed is negligible. however. 

A comparison of quantitics of the adoptive 

process on the different variables is fairly easy when 

instead of the verbal notions above, the equation of 

the logistic curveofFigs. gand i i is introduced: the 

parameters of that graph are the characteristics of 

the adoption ol the new trait . ' 

11 is not too dillicult to translate the above model 

into observations^ (or "operationalize " the impli-

cations). In it, the field of analysis has its empirical 

referent in the set of closed finds of decoratcd shcrds 

belonging to the Bandkeramik tradition excavated 

at Hienheim. Likewise, the characteristics of that 

decoration are equivalent to the traits of the model. 

Two or more of the alternati\e characteristics may 

be groiiped to form a variablc, as menlioned above. 

'1'hese variables taken togethcr eonstitute the field 

of analysis, which is formally also a classiiicatory 

scheme, as already indicated in C'.h. I (also cf Van 

de Velde 1976); the material expression of this field 

of analysis is the Bandkeramik tradition of pottery 

decoration. 

Above, the first model of a two-trait variable 

(Figs. 8 and 9) has already been cited. To resumé, 

at some early point of time the STRIJCTURK of 

the decoration ("variable (x)") was assumed to be 

entirely curvilinear ("trait p " , in the model); at a 

later point, only reclilinearity was to be found ("trait 

q") . It was asked then, what had happened to the 

variable STRUCTURE in the meantime. 

On a more complicated level, the abstract niodcl 

of continuity and discontinuity can be summari/.ed 

as follows: if, on shcrds excavated at Hienheim, the 

LBK style is represented by a number of charac-
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Fig. II. Coiuinuity on threc Ivvo-trait variables, quantilied. 
(tj-ti), the adoptive pciiods. dilVer per variahle. 
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teristics, and the BR hy olher (thoiigh coniparable) 

chaiacierisiies. the intenening change is attribu-

table to: 

a contimwus develupment, il the iiui'oduction ol new 

and the disappearance of old traits of pottery 

decoration all occur at dilVerent points of time; 

- a pseudo-continuous development, if a synchronoiis 

appearance of new traits, equal length of adoption 

periods on all \ariables, and a simultaneous dis

appearance of old traits can be detected; 

- a discontinuous erolution, if the old traits have 

disappearcd before new ones were introduced, or 

whcn there were large, simultaneous changes in ihc 

counts of the various traits. 

Formally speaking, these statements refer to the 

excavaled malerial only: " t ime" is but a label to 

refer to an analylical dimension ol the decoration 

on the sherds, nolhing more. 

To coticlude: the obser\ ation ol sherds will bear 

on past habits of pottery decorating only as far as 

decay between deposition and analysis has been 

aselective, and as far as the deposited waste is a 

representative sample of the decorated pottery at 

the time of deposition assurning the validity of the 

model and the reliability of the analysis. 

3. Method , • ' 

Before even considering the probleni of decorativc 

continuity/discontinuity al the Iransilion from 

Early to Middle Neolithic at Hienheim, a number 

of secondary problems must be soKed. \ very 

trivial one is that of the apparently different types of 

pits which the decorated sherds are recovered: 

there are substantial differences in their positions in 

relation to the living areas, in their fornis. in their 

numbers in relation to the other immobile objects, 

and perhaps in their function as well when pits 

form both periods are compared. The pits have 

probably been used for diiVerent purposes which 

may have influenced the composition of the waste 

ultimately fïlling them (if only the changes reflect 

an evolving socio-economic structure); however, 

the effects of this on the present research question 

are bound to be nihil; I am not asking fbr the causes 

of changing habits, but rather how ihe decoration 

changed, in a descriptive sense. Related, bul in my 

opinion much more relevant, is the question of 

whelher the quantities of decorated sherds are 

large enough to allow statistical comparison of both 

periods. They do: 4029 sherds from 123 Early 

Neolithic pits, and 828 sherds from 41 BR/Middle 

Neolithic pils should suffice. 

;\nolher secondary problem is the apparent 

incongruily of discrete data and the continuity of 

time. In the first place it can be assumed (as 

customary in archaeological practice) that the 

contents of closed finds are approximately repre

sentative of the population from which they were 

selected (i.e., the set ofmixes currcnt al ihe limc of 

deposition). Actually, this a.ssumption is a doublé 

one: waste and deposition are thought to be 

representative of the then-current jjopulation, and 

the subsequent decay (including the effects of the 

research processes) is postulated to have been non-

selective. Although the separate or joint effects are 

untestable, it should be admitted that closed finds 

are the best attainable approximations of earlier 

States of affairs, especially when numbers of them 
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are considered logelher. 'I hcrclore, the decoration 

on the sherds has been analysed and registered by 

such units of observation, of which more than ;5oo 

were entered into the computations. 

Secondly, if these pits were dug over a period ol' 

400 years, their use may have been interru])ted on a 

regular basis. Fortunately, the research tradition 

allows LBK "refuse dumps" to have been in use lor 

quite a long period, at least ten to twenty-five years. 

If the accumulation ofdebris in the pits is extendcd 

over siich a period, then any number between 

seven and eighteen pits should have been open at 

anv poiul of time ;in the period under discussion, 

that is), and so the various samples will consider-

ably overlap. If the period of their use has been less 

than the estimated 400 years (due to either an 

overestimate or a discontinuity), this overlap is 

even largcr. Yet it should be conceded that it is 

impossible to ride oul discreteness completely. 

The last secondary problem to be looked into 

here is that of the independcnce of the variables, as 

required by the model of continuity and discon

tinuity. When in the lïrst chapter the classifïcatory 

schemc was developed, all variables were defined 

independently, each representing a single separate 

dimension of pottery decoration. This logical in-

depcnclencc is matchcd by empirical independcnce 

of the variables as indicated by the correlation 

matrix in Table 75. There, it will be observed, 

some trait.s do correlate highly; howcver, not a 

single pair of variables shows consistently high 

coefilcients of correlation of their traits. When also 

the relatively large number of observations from 

which the coelFicients were computed is taken into 

account, ihen at least for practical purposes in

dependcnce of the variables can be assumed. 

After settling these points, wc can now turn our 

attention to this chapter's problem: whether or not 

the Hienheim Bandkeramik tradition of pottery 

decoration shows a continuous development from 

the LBK to the BR style. The major diiliculty is the 

arrangenuMit of the linds over time, the essential 

dimension of the research question. A reliablc 

attachment of the data to this axis is a neccssary 

condition for the applicability of the tnodcl devel

oped above (cf. Adams 1977: 274 for some pointed 

remarks on this topic); indeed, the analysis of the 

social structure in Chapter V would be impossible 

without it. 

1 will consider a number of different solutions to 

this problem in turn: 

- Stratigraphy, the oldest mcthod. .\ltliough some 

pits have been dug into others at Hienheim, the 

rarity of this phenomenon (only one relevant case 

has been observed) precludes any extended use as 

required here. Yet, as a control of the linal 

ordering, this instance may |)rovc iiselul. 

- Direct daling mcthods, thcrmolinninescence and 

radiocarbon measurements. y\gain, the rarity of 

dated pits, in relation to the total body of data 

(three strongly, and two weakly associated C-14 

readings, and only one single TL dating), together 

with the rather wide confidcnce estimated (some 

50 to ! 00 years for the C-14 dates, and ca. 600 years 

lor the I L date), render these mcthods inappli-

cable here. They too, however, are to be used as a 

control of the fmal ordering. 

- Seriation, or more general, combinative statislics. 

Because it does not separate chronological from 

socio-economical factors, seriation has been severly 

criticized (Mauser-Goller i[)(ny. 20; Lüning 1969: 

5) and rejccted - rightly, of course. Without such a 

possibility, the condcnsation of nnikidimcnsional 

\ariation into one single dimension seems to be 

fairly naive (Audouze 1974) as the influence of the 

various factors is entirely beyond control (cf 

Graham el al. 1976 for a rather heuristical solution 

of this problem). Therefore, the interpretation that 

the one resulting dimension should be a chronolo

gical one is arbitrary. 

However, "Kombinations Statistik" (or multi-

variate analysis, " M V A " below) has been in use as 

long as axes or pots have been compared, since 

similarity (almost) always refers to more than one 

dimension. Unfortunately this has only rarely been 

rcalized by archaeologists (until recently), so that 
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ihc lormal Icsts <il' siiiiilarily and dissiniilarits' 

(lc\clo|)C(l lor tliis purjKise ha\e largoly rciiiained 

outsidc •"Mainstream Archaeology" (Doran and 

Hüdson 1975: 3). 

Several MVA mcthods ha\e been cxplicitly 

designed to abstract nieaningful dimensions from 

the data (,for a non-icchnical siir\cy of a number of 

relevant M\ 'A niethods, with their critiques, sec 

Diiiaii and llodsoii icjy-,; more tcchnical, though 

still directly hearing on archaeology, is the Hodsoii, 

Kendall and Tautu 1971 volume). Statistical 

methods, whether implicil or explicit, complex or 

siinple, are in and by themselves completely 

ncuiral, as long as they are competently applied. 

Clonsequently. criticism should not be directed 

against the iiicthod iiself. hut againsi the validity of 

the applications or the reliability of the results; in 

non-technical terms, against the relevance and the 

appropriateness in view of both the research 

problem and the nature of the data. And these 

[jroblems belong to the pre-punchcard and post-

oiitpiit stages of research. A competent application 

of a seriating algorithm (even one, yielding stable 

results; (ioldmann 1974; Lc Blanc 1975; Wilkinson 

1974: 16) should bc criticized as being partly 

invalid, because of the iiiiplicit bypassing ol ana-

chronological dimensions. 

I'he following is intended to facilitate evaluation 

of validity and reliability of model, methods, and 

results. The field of analysis within which aii 

ansvver to the research question of continuity and 

discontimiity is sought is defined by the variables 

iluii are iised to elassify the data (cf Ch. 1). If the 

traits entered into the analysis are mutually exclu-

sive, then the model prescribes a behaviour of the 

mixes as in Fig. 9. Ifit can be demonstrated that 

ilic\ l)eha\e accordingly. the model seenis to be 

\ alid. at least for its single variable part. Also, the 

a|)plicability of the computational method used to 

produce these results seems to be substantiatcd. 

The validity of the multivariable model (i.e., as in 

Fig. 10) cannot be gauged in ihis way; whatever 

the results, these may as well retlect a computa

tional (or mcthodical) artifact as vvhat "really" has 

been the case. There is no way to decide betwecn 

the two possibilities on the basis of one single 

dataset. Therefore, next to those for Hienheim, I 

will also present the results of a parallel analysis of 

the decorated pottery from the Bandkeramik settle-

ment of Elsloo (in the southcrn Nctherlands; the 

data have been published in Modderman 1970). Il 

both outconies are interprctaljlc by mcans of the 

models, chances are reduced to 1:4 that they are 

bogics and the probability of the models validity 

proportionately enlarged. 

An (internal) test of reliability is possible by 

partitioning the variables into two subsets, per-

forming the analyses on one of the subsets, and then 

seeing, whether the results make sensc for the 

second subset as well, the so-called split-half 

method (Selltiz et al. 1966: i 74-1 79). Translated to 

the present analysis the curves descrihing the 

behaviour of the mixes in the second set of variables 

should be reasonably related to that of Fig. 9 (given 

such a behaviour of the variables in the fïrst set). 

Fiirther tests can be found in stratigraphic obscr-

vations, radiocarbon measurements and 1'L read-

ings, and in the production of a similar temporal 

ordering by means of another method ol conipu-

tation. 

Turning to the possible methods them.selves, we 

lirst have to choose between Q; and R-type 

analysis (not discussed in Doran and Hodson 1975; 

for an introduction, cf the references below). In 

the former, the computational basis is the compari-

son of roM.ï (i.e., pits, in the present context); in the 

latler, that of columns (here, the traits). As the 

models are about the behaviour of the traits on 

their variables, rather than the grouping of the 

cases, an R-procedure would be appropriate for the 

computation of the matrix of correlations; this is the 

starting point for many MVA methods (Sokal and 

Sneath 1963: :207-^og). A more practical rcason is 

that data are coUected per case and cards are 

punched per case; machine transposition of the 

slightly outsized data-matrix (some 30,000 cells) is 
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possible, ihough a rather costly alfair. Finally, the 

end results of both Q- and R-analyses should bc 

broadly similar aii) hovv Clarke 1968: 533). 

A second choiee to be made is betwecn ordering 

or sequencing techniques (e.g., seriation, inulti-

dimcnsional scaling, facloring, and principal com

ponents analyses) and grouping or clustering ones 

(e.g., discriminant analysis, cluster analyses). The 

former group aims at the study of the interrelations 

of the units of analysis, the latler at ihe grouping of 

the units into a limited number of sets. As chrono-

logical ordering is necessary to solve the research 

problem, a sequencing meihod seems appropriate 

(Lischka 1975). Multidimensional scaling and prin

cipal components analysis should both provide the 

required ordering (Romney et al. 1972); the latter 

method is the more con\cnieiit one (Hodson 

1969a, b; Doran and Hodson 1975: 191), becauseit 

is a\ailable in SPSS (Nie et al. 1975: 470) and ihus 

easy to iniplement. (For details, refer to Doran and 

Hodson 1975: 190-197 (non-technical) o rHarman 

19Ü7: 136-137; Van de Geer 1967 (technical) with 

their references). 

Regarding the present analysis, a number of 

details should still be considered. The correlation-

niatrix which was the starting point of the analysis 

is preseiited in l'able 75. The R-mode used in the 

computalion of the matrix leads lo a sequencing ol 

the finds through a combination of the values 

observed for the various traits. 'Vo impio\e the 

compatibility of the variables, the raw counts of the 

traits wcre converted to percentages before the 

correlations were computed (Doran and Hodson 

'<)75- '04^ iii th's way the larger finds count as 

heavily as the smaller ones. 

Above (p. 47), it was stated that one of ihe 

possible Controls on rcliabilily consists in applying 

the "split half' method. If the sequence produced 

by the principal components analysis is a reliable 

one, and if it is based on part of the variables only, 

ihe change shown by the other variables should be 

similar to the model of Fig. 9, not only on the 

variables used to compute the time scale. Ap-

parently it is irrelevant which of the variables are 

selected for the computations. Therefore, only 

those variables were selected that are best related 

to chronology, and fVpm among these, those that 

are easy to observe in order to minimize compu-

tational noise. 

4. Interpreting and interprelalive computing 

In the last section, principal components analysis 

was selected to sequence the data. The applicabil-

ity of this method to the present research question 

apparently hingcs upon the possibility of com

puting and then correctly identifying a principal 

component ("PC", below) related to chronology 

from the variation shown by the decorated sherds. 

The most subjective part of PCA is the inter-

pretation of the PC"s; at the same time it is most 

crucial, as the validity of the outcome is entirely 

dcpendent upon it. Before proceeding to this 

interpretation I shall flrst offer some non-technical 

descriptions of parts of the mathematical model 

involved, in order to enable evaluation. 

There are as many PC's as there are variables, 

according to the model. Yet, only a few of them are 

meaningful, so a major step in PCA is fixing the 

number of PC's with which to proceed. PC's are 

put out by the computer in descending order of 

importance, the first one combining as many 

variables as possible from the entire field of 

analysis; the second one, from the remainder; and 

so on. Technically, their importance is expressed as 

"the amount of variance explained" (with the 

totality of the variance defined as ioo°o), and 

several rules of thumb exist with which to draw the 

limit between "meaningful" and "noise"; how-

ever, no formal criteria exist. Crudest from a 

mathematical point of view, though intuitively 

perhaps best defendable is the limit of 5% of the 

variance. Another possible criterion is based on the 

relative differences between subsequent PC's, often 

graphically represented by a curve (Table 76): 
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wliere the curves slope is steepest, the dilferencc is 

largest (in Table 76 between PC's i and 2, 3 and 4, 

and 7 and 81. Bolh criteria together suggest (in this 

case) a culting olf alter the third PC, retaining (or 

"explaining") 40.9",, of the variation contained in 

the correlation matrix from vvhich the PC's are 

deduced. 

Informally, PC's are deilned as the best possible 

linear combinations of a number of variables; 

indeed, PC's are best visualized as each summing a 

set of variables. One of the tables put out by the 

computer gives the correlations of the newly 

deilned PC's with the old observed variables (cf 

Table 77). High "loadings" are equivalent to high 

correlations between them; it is these high loadings 

that are used to establish the "meaning" of a PC. 

To give an example: on PC 2 there are three 

variables that load moderately high (MAIN MOTIFS, 

and two of the FILLINGS variables) with all other 

variables showing very low coefficients. Appa

rently, this PC has something to do with the way in 

vvhich the motifs on the pots have been executed. 

The first PC is of an entircly different nature: 

there are high, moderate and low correlation 

coefficients; it is obviously general in character, 

reflecling some general source of variation. The 

third PC is like the second one, of the so-called 

"bipolar" type (Harman 1967: 100). 

A final remark about the mathematics involved: 

it is possible (and routinely done so by Standard 

packages of statistical procedures) to compute the 

values, or coordinates, of the cases on the PC's, so-

called "factor scores". These factor scores are a 

kind of translation of the old observed values to the 

new PC's. Their most important property is that 

cases with high scores on a PC have many of the 

characteristics compounded by that PC. (For 

technicalities, the reader is referred to Harman 

19(37: 153-155; more archaeologically minded are 

the accounts of Clarke 1968: 563 and of Doran and 

Hodson 1975: 190-197; less formal, and still more 

archaeological, is Binford 1972: 271-273). 

With this in mind, the Identification of a PC 

having to do with time is fairly easy. Time affects 

probably all characteristics, so the first PC, with its 

general nature, is the most likely candidate. In fact, 

from Table 77 it will be observed that on this PC 

polar positions are occupied by uni- vs. multidenled 

spatula, by Unes and points vs. stab-and-drag COMPO-

NENTS (and, to a lesser extent, by hakhing), and by 

curvi- VS. reclilinearity. Also, at the same pole .simple 

spatula, Unes and points, and curvilinearity occur 

together, and at the opposite pole their alterna-

tives. From what is known aboul the South 

German Early and Middle Neolithic pottery deco-

ralion, it is evident that this first PC is very much 

relatcd to the passing of time - Early Neolithic 

corresponding with negative values, and Middle 

Neolithic with positive loadings. 

PC's being defined mathematically independent 

of one another, the first conclusion to be drawn is 

that the traits hardly loading on the first PC (and 

possibly highly so on other PC's) are apparently 

chronologically indifferent. A second conclusion is 

that we need not bother about the other PC's at this 

moment; they may be related to the social struc-

ture. 

The next step is to reduce the number of 

variables in the analysis to allow control of the 

reliability (cf pp. 47, 48). If we retain only those 

variables that show significant loadings on the 

chronological PC, and if we then select among 

them those that are best observed, then the result 

is the following set: TECHNiquES, GOMPONEN is of 

decoration of belly area, and STRUCTURES, together 

eleven traits. Repetition of the analysis along the 

same lines as above (i.e., starting with the correla

tions of the eleven selected traits) results in a first 

PC accounting for 54 .1% of the summed variation 

on the eleven traits in the analysis. The loadings are 

depicted in Flg. 12. The factor score coefficients 

produced in this way are used to compute the 

seciuence of the various finds on the first PC (i.e., 

the factor scores), which should be their chrono

logical ordering. ^ 

Once this sequence has been obtained, a mere 
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Fig. 12. Plot of'the "loadings" of i i traits on the lirst two 
((juARTiMAX rotated) principal components. Horizontally: first 
principal component; vertically: second principal component. 
• TECHNimiEs: single dented spatula; 2: multiple dented; 

3: 'goat foot tooi', 4: fmgertips and nails. 
• ELEMENTs: 5: Hnes; 6: points; 7: hatchings; 8: llnger or nail 

impressions; 9: stab-and-drag. 
X STRUCTURF.s: 10! rcctilincaritv; 11: curvilincaritv. 

listing of the proportions of the traits in their mixes 

should allow the demonstration of continuity or 

discontinuities in the data along lines of the model 

in the second section. This cannot be done right 

away, as two new problems appear: how to 

distribute the individual finds over the time axis, 

and how to cope with unsystematic variation. 

Discussion of the problem of unsystematic varia

tion will be deferred to the end of this section; 

distribution of the finds on the time axis, the first 

problem, arises from the simple fact that like 

intervals on the PC need not correspond to like 

chronological intervals. More speciflcally, difier-

ences in factor scores are measures of relative 

dissimilarity; the grade of this dissimilarity is 

unspecified, however. Thus it is possible to say that 

find X is earlier than find y on the basis of their 

respective scores on PC i, but not how much 

earlier: we do not know whether the evolution of 

(or rather, the quantified changc in) the pottery 

dccoration went at a constant rate. 

'1'he first PC is conceptually a monotonous 

transform of (a part of) the chronological con

tinuüm.'' In other words, sequencing of the finds 

according to their factor scores is indicative of the 

order in which they were deposited. Except when 

the factor scores are identical, nothing can be said 

about the number of pits in use at any single 

moment, however. This boils down to the problem 

of finding some more or less likely distribution of 

the linds on a time axis that does not violate the ordering 

indicated by the first principal component. 

Two such possible distributions immediately 

come to mind: an even one and a normal one. If the 

chronological axis is arbitrarily cut up into 20 

"phases", in the case of an even distribution, 5% of 

the finds is attributed to every phase. This will be 

called "Model i " below. 

In the case of the normal distribution ("Model 

2" below), the finds are assembled into phases to 

produce a Gaussian (bell-shaped) frequency curve 

over time. Note that in either case the original 

ordering of the finds on PC i is not violated. ^ Note 

also that Model 2 is valid only in the case of 

continuity of the original depository process, which 

is conjectural. Model i, which gives an even 

spreading out of the data, will be more suilable to 

discover discontinuities; in between such ruptures 

Model 2 should perhaps be applied. 

We now return to the problems at hand. After 

spreading the finds over time according to the 

models, an estimate of the original population (of 

decorated pottery) is obtained by averaging the 

counts of the traits per phase. Individual estimates 

may diverge considerably from the trend, however. 

A "smoothing" procedure should jjroducc a betier 

ajjjjroximation of the original state of affairs: jumps 

in frequencies are thought to be exceptions (Berger 

1973: 37). Smoothing should, on the one hand, 

minimize the influence of unsystematic wandering 

(i.e., departures from the general trend that are 

restricted to one single phase). On the other hand, 

systematic deviation (a.ssumed to bc in the samc 

direction for at least two phases) should not be 

obscured. VVeighting the " raw" estimate p(t) with 
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the adjac'cnt ones" according to: 

smoothed estimate p(t) = 

( p ( t - l ) + 2 p ( t ) + p ( t + l ) ) / 4 

results in an improved estimate of the original 

population, the dcvelopment of which should be 

checked against the model of continuity. 

5. Presentation of the results 

On the assumplion of a constant use-to-waste ratio, 

the models in the previous section will be reworded 

to possibly l)etter and certainly less naive approxi-

mations of earlier states of affairs. The number of 

sherds is perhaps a bctter base to work from than 

the nimiber of pits, especially with the aspect of 

distribution over time in mind. Therefore, the 

analysis has been carried through the following 

steps: 

I. The set of finds containing at least five sherds 

(164 pits, to a total of 4853 decorated sherds) was 

arranged on tiie basis of their scores on PC i; then 

foliowed either step 2a to MODEI, I or step 2b to 

MODEL II. 

2a. If a sherd total of 4853 sherds is to be 

distributed evenly over 20 phases, then each should 

contain 4853/20 =242 .65 sherds. Now, ifit can be 

stated that closed finds are samples (cf above, p. 

28) there seems to bc no reasonable vvay to split 

them up without raising hosts of questions; there-

Ibre, finds were allocated as entities when the 

sherds were distributed over the respective phases. 

As a consequence, for each phase the number of 

sherds only approaches the required 5%. The 

resultant more or less evenly spread-out data set 

will be called MODEL I (cf Table 2). 

2b. If a sherd total of 4853 sherds is to be 

distributed normally over 20 phases, an estimate of 

the sizc of the "tails" of the distribution should be 

made. Qiiite arbitrarily, I postulatcd the extremes 

to contain together 5% of the totality of the sherds. 

Then the distribution of the remaining 95% over 

the 18 phases in-between can be looked up in any 

table of normal frequency distributions. The con-

version of the table's frequencies into class boun-

daries and the subsequcnt allocation of the several 

fmds (again, as entities) to the appropriate classes 

or phases result in a distribution of the finds which 

approximates a normal one of the sherds: MODEL II 

(cf Table 2). 

3. From the counts of the traits in the fmds in 

each phase of the MODELS, averages, Standard 

deviations and 90% confidence intervals for the 

estimates of the means of the original populations 

of decorative characteristics were computed (De 

Jonge and Wielenga 1973: 172-173; Moroney 

1951: 238-245). 

4. Estimates of means and confidence intervals 

were plotted for both MODELS in Figs. 13 and 14. 

5. Finally, smoothed averages were calculated 

(cf. above) from the estimated means, and the 

curves of Fig. 14 drawn along these points. 

For a discussion of both MODELS and an interpre-

tation of Figs. 13 and 14 I still have to introducé the 

following notions: when the evolution of the mixes 

has to be examined, this is done by comparing the 

positions of adjacent confidence intervals, the 

horizontal bars in both figures. Now, if the change 

from some phase to the previous or the succeeding 

one is so large that both ranges do not overlap at all, 

I will call such a shift a ' iarge jump" . If there is 

some overlapping (though less than half of either 

interval) the change will be called "almost a large 

jump" . 

Turning to Fig. 13 that of the evenly distri

buted data designed for the location of ruptures in 

the development - if the evolution were discontinu-

ous, the disjunctions should occur simultaneously; 

i.e., for every variable in the same phase shift. Then 

leaving asidc the ambiguous sections of the graphs 

(where the number of finds is too small to compute 

the confidence intervals) the following large jumps 

are discernible: 
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Fig. IJ. HIENHEIM: Proportions of various attributes per variable of decoration over time. Phases comprise approximately equal numbers of sherds (MODEL I) , ordered 
chronologically by means of a principal components analysis of the variables marked by • : ' i ' , the oldest phase, '20' the youngest one. 

'N. OF PITS': number of finds in which the sherds were collected. 
column width: IOO**Q each. 
horizontal bars: go",, confidence intervals for the mean. 

- X- : no d a t a ; - ( . ) - : insufficiënt data. 
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Fig. 14. HIENHEIM: Proportions of atrributes per variable of decoration over time. Phases comprise approximately normally distributed numbers of sherds (MODEL II), 
ordered chronologically by a principal components analysis of the variables marked by H ; ' i ' : the oldest, '20': the youngest phase. Smoothed averages. 

PH: Phase number. //////: discontinuity in the development. 
N: Number of finds per phase. Column width: 100% each. 
c-14: Radiocarbon dates (between parentheses: uncertain association). 
Horizontal bars: 90% confidence intervals for the mean. 
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1. General variables: 

TECHNic îiEs: between the phascs 17-18 and 19-20; 

almost, 18-19. 

NUMERICITY: neither large nor almost large jumps 

are found. 

NECK DECORATION (FORMAT): present between 

I 7-18; in addition, 4-5, 13-14, and 14-15 almost 

quaiify. 

2. Variables of the decoration in the belly area: 

coMPONENTs: between the phases 8-9, 9-10, 14-15, 

15-16, 17-18; almost 16-17, 18-19, 19-20. 

STRUCTURES: between 16-17, 17-18 (both very 

significant because of the narrow confidence 

intervals). 

MAiN MOTIES: between 1-2, 2-3, 5-6, 6-7; almost, 

17-18. 

AUXILIARY LiNEs: present between 17-18; with 

12-13, 13-14, 14-15 almost so. 

DIRECTION OF FiLLiNGs: only bctwccn 17-18 not loo 

large a jump is found. 

3. Variables of rim decoration: 

coMPONENTs: uninterpretable because of the large 

confidence estimates. 

When large jumps are noted, two explanations 

can be invoked: 

- in the vicinity of the inflection point of a logistic 

curve ' change is faster than anywhere else. This 

should be considered a regular feature. Therefore, 

larger confidence intervals can be expected to 

occur in this vicinity. 

- a genuine interruption of the developments at 

the site, the potters have camped elsewhere for a 

substantial period. At their return to the old site 

the change in their repertoire has been large 

enough to show in the diagrams. 

If an interruption would coincide with a period 

of rapid change (i.e., around the inflection points 

in our graphs) it is graphically indistinguishablc in 

the case of a single variable. When the other 

variables are also taken into account, however, 

not only these two cases, but pseudo- and true 

continuity can be discerned as well (if present). To 

check for pseudo-continuity, an estimatc of the 

inflection points for the dillbrent variables runs: 

for the genera! variables, approx. in the phases 18, 

17, 17/18, respectively; 

- for those from the belly area, approx. in the 

phases 17/18, 17, (if any:) somewhere in the 

middle of the scale, 17 (?: perhaps earlier), none, 

respectively; and in the phases 16/18 for that of the 

neck decoration. , • 

As these points do not coincide, pseudo-con

tinuity may probably be ruled out as far as MODEL I 

is concerned. The different lengths of the adoptive 

periods of the traits seem to be further corrobora-

tive evidence. To resumé, two or more large (or 

almost large) jumps are found at the interfaces of 

the phases 16/17 (^ variables), 17/18 (7 variables), 

18/19 (2 variables), and 19/20 (2 variables). A 

number of these coincide with the inflection points 

of the graphs (such as at the 17-18-19 transitions 

for TECHNiquES, or 17-18 for the COMPONENTS of 

belly decoration). Even when this is taken into 

account, on both sides of phase i 7 there still seems 

to be something going on: TECHNIQUES, presence 

of NECK DECORATION (or F O R M A T ) , COMPONENTS 

(belly), STRUCTURES, MAIN MOTIFS (almost), 

AUXILIARY LINES, direction of IU.LINGS (almost) 

all show considerable change on either or on both 

sides of this phase. 

With this in mind, we turn to Fig. 14 (MODEL 11) 

and again compare the relative positions of the 

respective ranges of the confidence estimates (the 

horizontal bars in Fig. 14). 

As a consequence of the altered distribution of 

the finds over time, several jumps apparent in Fig. 

13 have disappeared, some others turned up or 

received more emphasis. Large or almost large 

jumps occur at the interfaces of the phases 14-15, 

15-16,17-18 (TECHNIQUES) , 14-15 (NUMERICITY) , and 

14-15 (presence of NECK DECORATION); 3-4, 14-15, 

16-17 (COMPONENTS of decoration in belly area), 

14-15, 15-16 (STRUCTURES), 4-5, 12-13, 14-15 

(MAIN MOTiFs), 14-15 (AUXILIARY LINES), and 6-7, 

7-8 (direction of FILLINGS); and 14-15, 15-16 
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(COMPÜNENTS ofNECK D E C O R A Ï I O N ) . 

We next inspect the smoothed graphs (stippled, 

to indicate their provisional nature) to locate the 

inflection points (respectively in the phases 15, 

15/16, and 15; 15, 14, 6/13, 13/15, and none; and 

14/15) and to compare the lengths of the adoptive 

periods (which are different). It will be apparent 

that on the one hand only a few large jumps remain 

when those in the vicinity of the inflection points 

are substracted, while on the ether hand at least 

eight out of the ninc variables here in consideration 

show substantial dilferenccs between phases 14 and 

15 - a rather systematic affair. Inflection points are 

established only ex post facto: therefore not too much 

analytical weight should be given to them. Thus, a 

discontinuity seems to have been traced here. This 

14-15 transition of MODEL II divides the contents of 

the already suspccted phase i 7 in MODEL I. 

When computing the ultimate, smoothed curves 

(fuUy drawn lines in Fig. 14) this disjunction was 

taken into account: the counts from across the gap 

were left out in the calculation of the values fbr 

phases 14 and 15. A comparison of the final curves 

with the provisional curves shows that smoothing 

should be done only after interpretation, in order 

not to obscure potential systematic irregularities. 

A listing of the counts that make up the contents 

of the phases 14 and 15 of MODEL II (Table 3) 

demonstrates that the discontinuity does not coin-

cide with tiic interface of the two phases. Rather, 

the line scems to be located between the finds nos. 

0614 and 0823 (ranked 042 and 041, respectively). 

FoUowing the line of thought which led to the 

Model 2/MODEL II distribution it seems logical to 

apply that model to both blocks of data separately 

(cf. p. 50). .Xfter all, in the older half of Fig. 14 

virtually no changc in the mixes is to be pcrceived, 

a rather unlikely state of affairs. So, the data older 

than the gap (4025 sherds from 123 pits) were 

redistributed over the time-axis in an approxi-

mately normal way (as above), now arbitrarily 

divided into ten phases. The younger data (828 

sherds from 41 pits were given a similar treatment, 

albeit divided up in six phases. Of course, both 

distributions respected the original factor score 

ordering. This doubling of the MODEL II distribu

tion is called MODEL 111 here; after the calculation 

of the averages and confidence intervals these 

were plotted in Fig. 15. (In a general way, this 

doublé normal distribution is corroborated by Fig. 

24, p. 77, where a simple one-to-one ordering of 

the data is compared with a linear quantification 

of change in the data set.) Large jumps do not 

systematically occur within the blocks so defined, 

only in between them. And even there, the 

differences seem to be less than in Fig. 14 at the 

interface of phases 14 and 15. 

6. Discussion and evaluation 

(lenerally, models are defined in heuristic terms: if 

some system X is used to gain insight into another 

system Y (which is independent of X), the X is 

said to be a model of Y (Bertels and Nauta 1969: 

28). The wording of X will be a set of propositions 

about elements and relations between them. The 

clements may be simple data, hypotheses, or laws. 

A model need not contain laws, however, since the 

proposed relationships may also be of a self-

evident, or of a hypothetical nature. The word 

"model" in this sense is merely a substitute for 

"explanation" (Popper 1968: 74-75; also cf 

Salmon 1975). 

To evaluate such a model, then, is also a heuristic 

procedure: does the model do what it should do, 

does it adequately generate and explain a structure 

in the data, an adequacy in the last instance to be 

judged by the scientific community (De Groot 

19(11: 28; Poppcr 1968: 41-42). 

The first model that was introduced should 

clarify the concepts of continuity and discontinuity 

and then develop these so that observation would 

be possible (above section 2). This model rests upon 

the validity of two propositions: (i) (in accordance 

with the literature on cultural change:) if one trait 
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Fig. ; j . HiENHSw: counts of traits per variaMe per phase, when the 
similar to presentation of MODEL n. 

of iherds is distributed nocmaliy both before and after the presumed discontinuity. Otherwise, 
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dri\i's out aiiother similar oiu-, iheii a count of the 

relaüve fretiuencies of the Iwo trails over time 

usually shows a logistic pattern; (2) in the case of 

more independent variables, the adoption of new 

traits will start at different points of time and also 

prot eed al unequal speed. As a consequence of the 

Iwo pro()ositions, a disruption should cause syn-

ehronous Jumps in the frequeney counts of the 

\ariables. Formally, the model luis generaled 

statements about how to observe continuity and 

discontinuity, by means of which hypotheses on 

these subjects can be falsified. Since it has been 

possible to manipulate the data to conform to the 

prcscribed frequeney distributions, and also be-

cause an instance of discontinuity could be ex-

tracted, the model has at least some heuristic value, 

if not validity. lts reliability is a matter of further 

tests, as stated above. 

In the fourth section two models for (he distri-

bution of the finds over time were proposed. They 

were slightly amended in the fifth section to sherds 

counts instead of number of fmds. l o summarize, 

MODEi. I, whileretainingthe relaii\e positionsofthe 

llnds on the time scale, evenly distributes the 

amoimt of sherds over this axis. And MODEL II, 

retaining the relative positions, groups the finds 

according to a normal frequeney curve for the 

sherd quantities. MODEL III, with its two normal 

distributions, is merely a logical consequence of the 

assumptions underlying MODEL II, and does there-

fore not need to be treated separately herc. 

Ihe eflicacy ol MODELS I and 11 is to be gauged 

froin their respectiveability to summarize the data, 

a measure of which can be found in the respective 

variances around the means. In Table 4 the 

averaged Standard devialions per phase are 

presented. (ienerally, the values for MODEL II are 

soinewhal lower ihan ihose for MODEL I; thus, the 

former seems to be a lillle more ell'eclive (entirely 

in aceordance with Plog 1974: 92). A comparison 

in terms of the average Standard devialions per trait 

is also slightly in favour of MODEL II: in five out of 

eight traits this value is less in MODEL II than in 

MODi-i i, and reverse in three traits (Table 5). 

( )f course this comparison says nothing about the 

validity of the ordering itself, which should be 

tested by independent means. Below I will present 

four such tests on the results obtained for Hien

heim; in the next section I will presenl the outcome 

of a similar analysis on an entirely independent 

data set (from Elsloo, in the Nelherlands), and 

finally, I will draw attentioii to a case study made 

by R.D. Drennan along roughly parallel lines of 

thought. The checks on the Hienheim results bear 

on reliability; the analysis of the Elsloo data should 

be a check on the method's consistency; and 

Drcnnan's case study may perhaps be seen as 

validaling the general idea of my analysis. 

I. Intermd evidence: The l)cha\ioui()lthc mixesas 

dcduccd from the sequence computed from the 

data for three variables fiECHNiquEs, COMPONENTS 

(bcUy), s'i'RlurruREs) should make sense on the 

\ariables that were lelt out in the princi|jal 

components analysis (cf pp. 47, 48). A glance at 

Figs. 13 and 14 shows a constellation which is not 

entirely satisfactory: as a consequence of the 

discontinuity the postulated logistic curve is mask-

ed 011 the other variables; still, a general trend of 

change is appareut on them. Nor is the general 

shape of the curves from the phases 01 to 10 as neat 

as the model of Fig. 9 prescribes. .'\s a possible 

explanation of this bears on the eiiiiic ]ir(}l)lem of 

the exalualion. this will be discussed al ihe end of 

this section. 

Ihc coniidence intervals do nol present a very 

clear ])iciurc eilher; a comjjarison ol'ihe siandard 

devialions computed per phase and averaged per 

\ariable (Table 5) shows that the three "guiding" 

\ariables have markedly smaller values (and thus 

are more precisc ihan llie olher ones. However, 

laking the diiferenl mimbers of obser\ alions into 

account (also 'Table 5) the scène looks less gloomy: 

larger \ariances appear where ihe number of \alid  

observalions is low and where the reliability is 

wanting (this latler poinl cannot be quanlilied, 

except through the \ariance - which would ob-

file:///ariables
file:///ariables
file:///ariable
file:///ariables
file:///ariances
file:///alid
file:///ariance
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viously introducé a circular reasoning). 

2. Allernative computations: canonical analysis ofraw 

data: Drs. M. Ijok Joe of the Centraal Reken 

Instituut ofLeyden University was so kind as to 

check the results of my PCA by means of a 

canonical analysis of the raw data (i.e., without 

converting the raw counts to percentages, and 

working directly "with the data, not with a corre-

lation matrix; for details on this method see De 

Leeuw, n.d.i. All findscontainingdecorated shcrds 

(without measures against noise) were analysed on 

43 arbitrarily selectcd traits. 'Fhe first non-trivial 

component resulting from this computation could 

then be identified as being highly related to the 

passage of time. A comparison of the relative 

positions of the various finds on PC i and on the 

lirsi Canonical Component (Table 6) showed a 

ratiier strong agreement: a correlation of.70 should 

be considered "cpiitc good" in this case. Presuma-

bly a non-arbitrary seleclion of traits ito diminish 

the frequency of missing values) and the imposition 

ol restrictions to size of the finds (to take account of 

the rumble) would considerably bolster up the 

correlation of the iwo sec|ucnccs. (For a possible 

cxplanaiion of the rather wide scattering in the 

lower part of the matrix, the reader is again 

referred to the end of this section). 

•]. Noii-multwariate checks: directjabsolute dating: 

From Hienheim, five radiocarbon dates are avail-

able for the Early and Middle Neolithic: 

- lind nr. 0068: 5910 -± 50 bp (GrN 4830) 

- tind nr. 0108: 5780 ± 50 bp (GrN 4832) 

- find nr. 0414: 6125 ±_ 35 bp (GrN 5870) 

- fnid nr. 0822: 6155 ±_ 45 bp (GrN 7156) 

- find nr. 1115: 5905 ± 45 bp (GrN 7157) 

Among these dates, those for linds nrs. 0068 and 

0822 are suspect in one way or another: 

- Find nr. 0068 consists of pottery which is truly 

LBK in appearance; yet its C-14 date is a fuU 

century later than the generally accepted end of the 

range lor LBK dalcs (Neustupny 1968). Ifonly for 

this reason, the date should be set between paren

theses (an analogous example can be found in 

Milisauskas i976b:33). Another reason is that the 

field drawings show slightly layered fillings of the 

pit. Although the excavator. Prof dr. P.J.R. 

Modderman entertains no doubt as to the associa-

tion of potlcry and charcoal (pers. comm.), I am 

inclined to questiou it on llic grounds presenled. 

- Find nr. 0822 refers to carbon sampled from a 

sherdless post hole of a hut, thus dating that 

structure and its accompanying features. Unfor-

tunately, no pits can be unequivocally associated 

with it - though pit 0749 might be a candidate. 

Accompanying a number of overlapping house 

rcmains, that pit is one of a complicated set of pits, 

the relationships between which are but poorly 

understood. Thercfore, the suggested relation is 

shaky, at best. And the very fact that it would riui 

counter to the results of the principal components 

analysis (as two of the datings would appear in 

reversed order) strengthens the doubts about the 

allribution of this date to (ind nr. 0749. 

With these reservations, the sequencc of radio

carbon dates agrees well with the mathematically 

deduced one (Figs. 14, 15, 16). 

Apart from the radiocarbon dates, a number of 

thermoluminescence readings have been obtained 

as well. From pit 0414 three thick sherds were 

measured: 4660, 4390, and 4780, averaging 4610 

i 600 B.C., or 5775 bp in convenlional C^i4 years 

(range 5170 to 6295 bp). As this T L date is at 

variance with the radiocarbon date obtained from 

the same pit 6125 ^ 35 bp; plotted in the Figs. 14, 

15, 16), and its extended range allows for several 

interpretations, no attempt will bc made here to 

reconcile this date with the time scale proj3osed; an 

additional reason would be that ihere is only one 

single date available, not a series covering several 

pits and a range of time. 

4. Mon-statistical checks - stratigraphy: As notcd 

before, only one case of stratigraphical superposi-

tions has been noted at Hienheim: find nr. o-,48 has 

been obscr\ed to cut into nr. 0555. '1 hey are 

attributed to phases 8 and 9, respectively (MODEL 
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M A C R O . P H A S E S , 

V A R I A B L E S 

T E C H N I Q U E S : 

1. simple spatula 
2. f ingar t ips , nails and 

"goat foot too i" 
3. m u l t i d e n t e d tpatu la 

N U M E R I C I T Y : 
1. simple decoration 
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N E C K D E C O R A T I O N : 
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A U X I L I A R Y L I N E S : 

1 .curvilinear 2.rect i l inear 

D I R . O F F I L L I N G S : 
1. mdetermin , 
2. parallel 
3. ethers 

1 i^;-:v^zsi^ E L E M E N T S ( N E C K ) : 

1. lines 
2. points 

3. hatchings 

4. f mger /nai l impressions 
S .s tab . a n d . d r a g 

2 J^— 

E L E M E N T S ( N E C K ) : 

1. lines 
2. points 

3. hatchings 

4. f mger /nai l impressions 
S .s tab . a n d . d r a g 

2 J^— 

E L E M E N T S ( N E C K ) : 

1. lines 
2. points 

3. hatchings 

4. f mger /nai l impressions 
S .s tab . a n d . d r a g 

E L E M E N T S ( N E C K ) : 

1. lines 
2. points 

3. hatchings 

4. f mger /nai l impressions 
S .s tab . a n d . d r a g \\\>2^ • 1 

E L E M E N T S ( N E C K ) : 

1. lines 
2. points 

3. hatchings 

4. f mger /nai l impressions 
S .s tab . a n d . d r a g \\\>2^ • 1 

E L E M E N T S ( N E C K ) : 

1. lines 
2. points 

3. hatchings 

4. f mger /nai l impressions 
S .s tab . a n d . d r a g 

s\V 1 

E L E M E N T S ( N E C K ) : 

1. lines 
2. points 

3. hatchings 

4. f mger /nai l impressions 
S .s tab . a n d . d r a g 

4 5 9 3347 219 81 698 49 N R . O F S H E R D S / P H A S E 

22 9 0 11 9 27 5 N R . O F F I N D S / P H A S E 

6125 5905 
• 3 5 ' 4 5 

5 7 8 0 
1 5 0 

C I 4 dates b.p. 

Fig. ld. HIENHEIM: sunimaiy ol MODEI, III, condensed lo six 
macro-phases as Ibllows l'rom IABLES 5 & Ö (i.e., according to 
MODEL III -A) . 

Il) - in other vvords, the wrong way roiind. 

Simple logic iiiight allovv iiic to evadc the prohlem 

by stating that the research question concerned 

conlinuity and discontinuity only, However, as in 

sonic (piaiters ol the discipline stratigraphv is slill 

tlie only method ol'relative dating accepted, 1 feel 

obiiged to face tlie issue. It has also to do with 

dillicnlties ciicoiintered in carher parts ol' this 

section. 

(ieneraily, a margin of error is to be expected in 

any determination, including stratigraphy (though in 

the above cases not a shadow of doubt cxists as to 

the accuracy of the obscrvations). The causes of this 

error are manifbld. Most notabie among them are 

iioisc and sampling errors, defects in the method or 

the "instrument" of observation plus misreadings 

and subjectivity (and a total evasion of testability 

can be invoked by citing nonconformist past 

behaviour). 

To start with the latter point, subjectivity, there 

seems to be no way to avoid this completely. The 

cxplication of all steps involved in aii analysis is 

usually considered a good antidote for llie analyst; 

additionally, it facilitatcs criticism. It is my objec-

live to conform to this Standard. 

Ihesource of error commonly labeled "noise"or 

"i umble" has already been dealt with in Chapter 

11; I will nol recapitulate the arguments here. The 

next data-dependent error stems from the faulty 

distribution of the samples; archaeologically speak-

ing, depositional hazards belong to this type: no 

indi\idual lind ("sample") necd bc fiilly represen-

lative of the original population ("universe") from 

which it is drawn, as factors other than pure chance 

may have been involved in the discarding and 

deposition process. However, a set of samples lifted 

out of the same universe ( ^ a number of finds 

relevant to one mix) will jointly approximate the 

original coiiipound. The aggregated change over a 

number of such sets will constitute a fairly accurate 

indicator of the original events (Clarke 1968: 163, 

I 70) provided the number of samples is sufTiciently 

large (Hays 1973: 317); - my 164 samples would 

seem to be well beyond the 100 or 120 which are 

usually required by rule of thumb. To illustrate this 

error, 90",, intervals of confidence have been 

calculaled and plotled with the averages of the 

samples per phasc in Figs. 13, i 4and i5 : in9o"„of 

the cases the " t rue" (or, original) value of the mix 

will have been within the computed range. As will 

be very clear from inspection of the plots, the 

positioning of any find/sample is subject to a fairly 
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widc margin of error (counting the phases), except 

in the intervals between phases 12 to 20 (MODEI. I) 

II lo li! (MODEI. 11), or 8 to 10 and 11 to 15 

(MODEL III), where change is reialively rapid. 

Adding more observations is Hkely to reduce tiie 

width olthe conlidence intervals; also, expansion ol' 

ilu- number of variables entered into theanalysis (if 

these variables are as readily observed as those 

already entered) should reduce the number of 

phases litting the description of an individual 

sample (Hays 1973: 317). 1 he simple mistakes of 

observation when reading the instrument are the 

counterpart of the noise nientioned above. Mis

takes in counting, coding, and punchingcannot be 

evaded; Sinie 1 went through data and output 

many times in many computational cycles the 

magnitude ol this error should be relatively small 

(that is, probably less than lo",,). Fortunately, this 

error is independent ol the'data, and thus it should 

show lip as a separate principal c()m])onent: bv 

ignoring all but the first PC (that of time) this noise 

should have disappeared. 

The second instrumental source of error is the 

most serious one, as it is ini|)licit in the models lor 

the distribution of the linds o\er time. Yet the 

distiibutions are a neeessary preliminary to cal-

culale and dcpict the behavicjur of the variables 

over time, as demanded by the model of continuity 

and discontinuity dcveloped here. pA'en a siiper-

iicial glance at Kigs. 13 and 14 will sullice to 

denionstrale the diiïerences in outcome ol both 

MODEI.s. This same short inspection will also 

bring forward the fact that the conduct of the 

variables iii (he bottoni or older half of the 

diagrams is not as ncat as proposed by the model of 

Fig. 9. While the extent to which this last little 

model describes reality elfectively is open to some 

doubt (especially in those parts of the curve close to 

the asymptotcs), I believe without rock-bottom 

foundation that this model is the best one in the 

entire set of models introduced here. Conscquently, 

I also think that there is something wrong with the 

"earlier" part of MODELS I and 11. MODEL iii, in

troduced expressly to remedy this latter point, did 

not bring any appreciable improvement, as a com-

parison of Fig. 15 with Flgs. 14 and 13 shows. 

Turning again to the irregularities noted above, 

what can be said about them in light of the previous 

discussion? ' 

On the subject of internal checks (p. 57) a part 

of the shape of the curves was found to be 

unsatisfactory. The distributions prescribed by the 

MODELS I and 11 ha\e been criticized as being 

])robably not entirely realistic, and shortening of 

the relevant (earlier) part of the time scale was 

suggested as a possible remedv. This did not woik 

out as expected, however (Fig. 15); perhaps the 

scale should be compressed even more, as in ¥\g. 

i( i . 

Discussing the results of the alternative eomiJii-

tations in the context of Table 6, a fairly wide 

scattering of the clements in the lower or "earlier" 

|)arts of the matrix was noted. From this, |3robably 

the same cause (partial inadequacy of MODELS I 

and 11) should be supposed in both instances, as it 

works out in the rather wide coniïdence intervals 

lor the phases i to i i. 

Finally, the meager stratigraphic cvidence runn

ing counter to the time scale should be considered. 

Relerring to Fig. 14, there is a partial ()\ crla]) of the 

conlidence intervals lor the pertinent phases (8 and 

9) on the computational variables lEciiMquES. 

(X)MPONENrs (belly),andsTRuc;TUREs. While this is 

a suHicient explanation (though not necessarily a 

satisfactory one), a remedy will be found only il 

more samples can be incorporated in the analysis to 

narrow the conlidence intervals. Such an increase 

can be obtained by the coding of more data, bul 

also bv contraction of the time scale. 

A rather olf-hand allempt a( tonlraction ol llie 

time scale was made starting from the correlations 

between the various phases of MODEL III: in 

other words, a Q.-type analysis (Clarke ujC) :̂ [)']•]; 

Sokal and Sneath i9()3: 207-209). In Table 7 these 

correlations are presented, both as individual 

numerical values and as summarized by a contour 
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map. l'rom liie laller, ihree "macro phases" are 

imiiuxHaU'K .ipparcnl; a lirst one of the ]3hases i 

and 2, a second one oi'the phascs 3 through 9, and a 

third one comprising the phases 12 through 15 

(MODEL III). The obvious critique here is that the 

correlation coefficients in Table 7 reflect nothing 

but the initial assumptions (i.e., MODEL III), which 

is true ofcourse. Yet that MODEL may have at least 

some validity, it was observed above (p. 55) where 

the MODF.i. III distribution of the finds was com-

parcd with the outcome of a multiple regression 

analysis (Fig. 24). What I am attempting here is 

a further condensation of the data within the Jrame-

work of MODEL III, nothing more. 

Looking at the upper part of the matrix, a 

dillerciu di\ ision can bc proposed: instcad of the 

phase groups 1-2 and 3-9, a grouping of the phases 

i-() and 7-9, respcctively. Apart form this, the 

phases 10, 11, and i() are clearly transitional. 

C'.oniputation of the correlations between the three 

"macro phases" (as aggregates) and the three 

transitionals yields Table 8, where the coelFicients 

resulting from both ways of condensation are given. 

VVhile the correlations reported in this table are all 

appreciably lower than in Table 7 (thus justifying 

the londensatioii in a general way: the macro 

phases are more independent of one another than 

are the smaller ones), those above the diagonal are 

consistently lower than those in the lower part of 

the table, thereby allowing a preference for the first 

alternative. In the meantime there seems to be no 

very good reason to maintain phase I as a separate 

entity - except that it shows up in the contour map 

of l a b l e 7. It has been relained lor the sake of 

syminelry, however. 

(irouping the iinds according to these macro 

phases produces the trajectories of the mixes shown 

in Tig. lü, which are more satisfying on the whole 

than those of Figs. 14, or 15. However, although 

the stratigraphic contradiclion is eliminated this 

way (the pertinent Iinds now belong to Phase II) , it 

should be noted that this was achieved only 

through a considerable loss of discriminatory 

povser. 

Thus, a contraction of the time scale is but a 

partial answer to the dilFicullies abo\e; the incor-

poration of more data will surely prove more 

clfective (see the Postscript to this chapter). 

7. Fuiiher cnrroboration 

In a pre\ious section I stated that the models, 
methods, and technicjues introduced here could at 
best appear plausible when applied to a single data 
set. After all, however much agreement of results 
and expectations, the possibility of a computa-
tional (or methodical) artifact remains. 

Below I will present the outcome of a parallel 
analysis of a second, difl'erenl data sel, on the 
assumption that il the analytical procedure is 
iinalid at one stage or another, chances of work-
able outcomcs for l wo data sets are greally reduced. 

The LBK setllement of Elsloo, in the southeastern 

part of the Netherlands, has been excavated in the 

years 1958 to 1966, and has been reported in 

Modderman 1970. The site is older than that of 

Hienheim: at Elsloo, the oldest pottery is of the 

Tlomborn (or "international") style (Modderman 

1970: 196; Meier-Arendt i96(): 23). Also, the latest 

(relevant) sherds were deposited before introduc-

tion of Hinkelstein (i.e., Middle Neolithic) ware 

could occur (Modderman 1970: 198), somewhere 

in the fifth phase of the Main sequence (Meier-

Arendt 1966: 45-46; 1975: 142). A consequence of 

this Early Neolithic date is that most of the hou.ses 

at Elsloo are accompanied by pits, whereas at 

Hienheim this is only the case for the older. Early 

Neolithic part of the occupation. Through their 

association with a hut, the contents of a number o( 

pits could be lumped to provide better/larger 

samples in quite a number of instances. In other 

words, in Hienheim roniparability was on the lc\ el 

of iinds only (cf. Ch. l i j , at Elsloo it was also on the 

level of huts and though 1 will present ligures for 

the Iinds too ( Figs. 20 and 21), my argumenl will bc 
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based on tiic compiitations made for the houscs 

(Figs, i8and 19). Ilshouid Iw-cinphasi/.cd that ihc 

two data sets are not equivalent, as not every fmd 

could be unequivocally assigned to a hut: 53 houses 

summed 163 fmds, but only 151 finds were larger 

than the noise level. 

This "noise" level for the Elsloo sherds could be 

lixed at two sherds in Hicnheim four; cf Ch. II, 

Section 3 - a difference very probably due to the 

sclective processofpublication (Modderman 1970: 

6; if 110 more than six sherds pertained to a given 

hul, ihey were not published). Aft er coding the 

decoraled ware from ihc ()ublication, a prclimi-

nary VL'A of the data indicated that the chronolo

gical ordering was to be computed Irom the 

variables TECHNIQ^UES, COMPONENTS of decoration 

(belly area) and presence of NECK DECORATION (at 

Hicnheim: instcad of presence of NECK DECORA

TION, STRUCTUREs; cf. Figs. 15 and 19). In the 

original PCA, the chronological PC took care of 

9.3% of the variance; in the subsequcnt, special 

PCA, 47.9",,.« 

With the houses thus chronologically ordered, 

Fig. I 7 presents a comparisoii of the rankings of 

individual finds and huts as produced by separate 

PCA's; also, Modderman's phasing has been ren-

dered. Diiferences between the three orderings are 

apparent; however, a substantial overall agree-

mcnt is very clear. Furthermore, neither of the 

PCA sequences contradicts any of the stratigraph-

ical observations from the excavation (Modder

man 1970: 28-35). ^y these two parallels (plus ihe 

existence of S-distribulions ol the mixes on olher 

than the computational variables) the PCA techni-

que, in my opinion is validated. 

Regarding Fig. i 7 a number of comments should 

be made. l'hey are divided into general and 

specific remarks. 

deneral (1): The subdixision into phases is 

deri\cd from the com|Hiter output: the factor scores 

of the huts are not evenly distributed over the 

chronological axis; rather they show some clusters. 

From the time span involved (350 to 450 years) a 

partitioning of the data into smaller sets seems 

advisable; cutting-olf poinis were "established" 

between the clusters of factor scores. It should be 

emphasized that the phases thus produced relate to 

decorated ceramics only, and also that they do not 

ha \e any substantixe meaning beyond this analy-

sis. Of course, the general agreement of "my" 

phases with those of Modderman is not purely co-

incidental; Modderman's phases are also based on 

pot decoration, yet stratigraphy and hut typology 

figure too. 

General (2): Regarding the actual duralion of 

the |)hases (be it in years or in generations), nothing 

can bc said. 'Fhe diiferences in factor scores depict 

com]3ounded change in ccramic decoration. As 

nothing can be said ai)out the ratc of changc per 

unit of time, two models were introduced to spread 

the Hienheim data along the chronological axis 

(pp. 50, 60-61, also note 5). It will be clear that 

(non-)application and choice between the models 

is cntirely arbitrary; these will have dilferent 

conscquences for phase length as well. 

deneral (j): Two phase boundaries (between 3 

and 4, and 4 and 5) are not very clear-cut: there are 

110 sharp changes in the factor scores at these loei. 

General (4): Regarding the ranking of the huts, 

its reliability is tied to the number of observations 

(sample size) on which it is based. Especially when 

the number of sherds is low (less than ten; which is 

the case for eleven huts). the i'ank accorded cannol 

be but indicative; this will hold to a lesser cxtent for 

sample sizes of ten to twenty sherds as well (ten 

huts). (With three variables, in larger samples the 

number of observations rises to abo\e the coiuen-

tional rule of thumb size: 31 huts.) Referring to the 

discussion of confidence intervals above (pp. 50, 

59-60), any single observation may fall within a 

specifiable range, yet through the variation allow-

ed, it may also fit into other, overlapping ranges. 

F,xpansion of the number of observations through 

expansion of the number of variables, or through 

expansion of the number of units in the sample, 

results in a narrowing of the confidence limils and 
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Flg. ly. ELSLÜO VILLAGE. 

A comparison of the pca dcrived chro
nologies of huts (vertical scales) and in-
dividual finds associated with the huts 
(top scale) with Modderman's datings. 
• C finds, huts with < 9 sherds. 

0 B finds, huts with 10-19 sherds. 
1 .\ finds, huts with ^ 20 sherds. 

PHASE 1-6: phases suggested by clus
tering of factor scores; old to young. 

'RANK HUTS' chronoiögical sequence 

of huts computed from aggrcgated finds 
around them (1-52: old to young). Bars 
U) the left of rank nrs. indicate approxi-
mately equal factor scores. 

'RANK OF FINDS' chronoiögical se

quence of individual iinds uncquivo-
cally assignable to huts. 

'HUTS NR' identification number from 
Modderman 1970. 

'HUTS WT' indicates nr of sherds as
sociated with huts. 

'I..W.' finds with Limburg Ware. 
'EARLY' finds probably ante-dating 

construction activities 
^ ^ ^ date of hut according to Mod
derman 1970 (l):35-42. (from bottom 
scale). 
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thus in a securer positioning ofllie sample. Similar 

considerations apply to finds. 

(ieneral ( ',): Though the figure may be sugges-

tive if nol deceptive, there is no direct connection of 

tiie finds" rankings with Modderman phases: each 

ol these is entirely independent of one another. 

Specijic ( I): Among the factor scores computed 

for the huts, similar values indicate chronological 

nearness of the houses as indicated below. 

Ranks Hut nrs. W'eighls 

02-03 65, 62 BC 

05-08 63, 50, 19,04 AACA 
09-10 " 5 . 3^ AA 
11-12 ' 7 . 75 AA 

14-17 67, 64, 68, 10 BBBC; 

18-19 36 ,28 CA 

21-25 74: 44> 49. 4». 08 AAAAA 
2()-;jl 58, 38, 34, 24, 31 .37 AAACAA 

:i:i-37 15.50, 27. ^3 . 84 CCACA 

38-42 47, 11. 14. 6(1, «7 CAAAB 

43-44 •-!9. Ö9 BA 
47-48 8 8 , 8 3 BC 

(Rank: sequence numbcr oi" factor score, computed l)y pca 
(unrotated) from variables TKCHNIQUES, COMPONENTS and NECK 

DECORATION) 

(Hut nrs. ace. to Modderman 1970) 

(Weights: in nr. of sherds; A 20 and over; B 10-19; ^' '*-'̂ ^ tlian 

Specijic (2): In Modderman 1970 (i) : 35,several 

liiuls are disciissed which mighl have been dug 

i)efore the beginnings of hut construction in ihe 

\illage. For the finds nrs. 214, 323, and 434, 

rankings were computed (vertical scale to the top) 

as 004, 002, and 007, respectively; the size of nr. 

323 is sufficiënt (i pot + 29 sherds) to result in a 

reliable relaii\ e age. Several other finds seem to be 

very early as vvell (ranking less than 006): 

- unambiguously associated with huts, and ap-

pearing in the figure; 

(rank 000): finds 238 (3 sherds; Hut 62), 262 (3; 

H.63) 
(rank 002); find 408 (9 sherds; H.09) 

(rank 003): find 300 (21 sherds; H.70) 

(rank 005): find 303 (15 sherds; H.65) 

nol unambiguously associated with onc hul 

only, not in the figure; 

(rank 001); find 288 (4 sherds). 

Again, only a few finds are large enough lo be 

regarded without serious doubts (nrs. 300, 303, 

323; possibly 408 also). 

Specijic (j): There are four finds in Elsloo con-

taining Limburg Ware (Modderman 1970(1): 

141-143; also; Modderman 1974; Ciabriel 1976): 

nrs. 305 (10sherds; H.74; rank 096), 329 (I2;H.75; 

098), 356 (23; H.20; 027) and 452 (47; H.50; 020). 

Ihe Limburg Ware lias not been enlered along 

with the LBK ware into the computations of the 

relative age of the associated huts. 

Specijic (4): Some minor remarks remain on 

the positions of finds and huts in Kig. 1 7: 

- Hut 10 (rank 17); find 072 incorporated (Mod

derman 1970(1): 29; also p. 8) 

Hul 29 (rank 43): finds 234 and 454 are grouped 

with this hut, although they may belong there 

only "partially" (ibid, p. 13). This can be given 

as neither an alternative nor a criterion for 

dividing the sherds. 'fhal is, the daling ol'this hul 

is approximate only. 

Hul 48 (rank 23): find nr. ()()4 is accorded a very 

high ranking (; 108). Il derives from a poslniold. 

No reason can be found lo exclude ihis hu ls 

inventory. 

Hul 56 (rank 34); according to Modderman's 

texl, difierciil lines of evidence point to dissim-

ilar datings; absence of a wall-trench yields 

period I; inner construction, phase Ilb; some 

sherds, phase ld (Modderman 1970(1): 18). 

From ils jjosition in Fig, i 7, the present author 

would fa\()ur the date indicated by theconstruc-

lioual details. 

Hut 60 (rank 41): according to the description 

find nr. 434 (rank 007) should be incorporated 

with it. However, on the plate depicting this 

find, no allribution is given (as is on other plates 

for other finds); similarly, from the hut's plan 

association seems to be less than evident (ibid, p. 
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19; ii)id. \()l 11: pi. 51, 27; respeeiively). In the 

c'oniputalion of the hut's rank, lind nr. 434 has 

been Icll out. 

Hut t)2 (raniv 03^: has been put into Modder-

nian's phase Ib on aeeount olits "Ncry typical" 

^ -poslniold coiiligui alion. Modderman oniy 

indicates the lirst Period lor the hut's eonsirue-

tion (ibid., Vol I: 33, 20; 36, 37). 

Hut 63 (rank 05) is certainly mueh youngcr ihan 

ils rankiug indicates. The linds associaled with 

il, ihough, are older ihan phase 4, the date 

suggesled by the h u l s extraordinary conslruc-

tion (Modderman i()7o(r): 20, and (II): PI. 28). 

The conclusion seems inevitable: hut 63 is nol to 

be associated with fnid nos. 262 and 275. 

Because ol ihese iiuompatabilities ihis hul is 

omitted from t'urther consideration; in Ch. \ ' the 

dale indicaled b\' the hul's consiruction wil! be 

used. 

Hut 64 (rank 15): lind 111. 220 is very early (rank 

009), which may be due lo the sniall nuinber ol 

sherds (only l'our). There is no reason, however, 

to reconsider its associalion with ihe hul. Ihen. 

Modderman 1970(1): 20 posits this building 

"early in Period I I " ; Irom hindsight, however, a 

dale in ld should seem beller (P.J.R. Modder

man, pers. comm. 201278). This laller dale has 

been entered accordingiv. 

Hut 74 (rank 21) is associaled through fiiid no. 

305 (ranking 096) with Limburg ware. In the 

computalion of the hut's ranking, the Limburg 

sherds have not been incorporated (as with linds 

nr. 329/Hut 75, 452/H. 50). 

Hul 75 (rank 12) has been accorded a relatively 

early ranking, which is in line with Modder-

man's observations on the associated pottery. A 

d.itc liii' the hul in Id-1 Ia is narrowed to I Ia on 

account ol'detailsorilie hut's construction (ibid., 

p. 22). The high ranking find is nr. 329, which 

because of its Limburg sherds has scored ihal 

high; for the hul's chronological posiiioii, the 

Limburg Ware has been omitted. 

Hul 84 (rank 37) should bc younger than hul 83 

because ol iheir relalive positions. Vel, ihe 

associated pottery points to an inversion: H.84 is 

ceramically older than H.83 (ranks 37 and 48 

respeclively). Modderman's conclusions are 

ideniical (ibid., p. 24). 

Speci/ic ([')): In ihe ronipulalions of l'igs. 18 to 

24, huls nr. 26 and 72 have erroneously been 

entered along with the huls listed in 1' ig. 17 on 

ranks 08 and 05, respeclively; their small size 

leleven and three sherds) will make the ellects 

negligible. Because of this, the numbers of huls per 

phase in Fig. 19 are not luUy identical with those in 

Fig. 17. 

Regarding the model of conlinuity and discon-

tinuily, the logisiic curve hypothesized lor the 

mixes is visible on most variables: TKCHNK^IIES, 

NKCK DECORATION, COMPONENTS ( b c l K ) , FILLINGS 

of bands all show this pattern (Fig. 18; also the 

olher drawings). 

The totality of the variables shows a much more 

diversilied picture for P>lsloo than for Hienheim: at 

the lalter site almosl all visible change is concen-

iraled on the younger end ol the scale, whereas al 

Klsloo change occiirs everywhere; the inllection 

points of the various variables are much more 

scattered chronologically. And although the curves 

lor the Elsloo ware were nol smoothed, ihey are 

more regular in appearance than the smoothed 

ones for Hienheim pottery decoration. For these 

reasons (regularity and di\ersilyl, introduction of 

confidence estimales is nol necessary: if conlinuity 

is any where archaeologically demonstrable, il is for 

the decorated pottery from Elsloo, as dissected in 

Figs. 18 to 2 I. 

Also, the line interprelabilily ol these graphs is a 

lurther corroboration of ihe usefulness of the 

i'oiuinuity/disconliniiilN model dexcloped in ihc 

second section. 

'l'wo linal noles should be added: 

ihe drawings for l^lsloo houses (Figs. 18, 19J, for 

Elsloo linds (Figs. 20, 21), and lor Hienheim (Figs. 

13 to 16) are for not-entirely-identical sets of 

variables. 'I'his is due lo dillerences in coding: some 
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Fig. 18. ELSLOO VILLAGE: Proportions ofvarious attributes per variaUeofdeoonliaaa 'Vcr time. Phases c 
principal components anatysis of the variables marked with B . 

top: youngest phase; bottom: oldest phase. 

N: number of huts comprised in phase. 
column width: 100% each (also cf. Fig. 13). 
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3; continuous & 
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4: discontinuous & 
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Fig. ig. ELSLOO VILLAGE: Proportions of various «tlributes per vartableof poCtery decoration over time. f t iwri drr i iml from a principal cOBiponents analysis of die vafbUet 
marked with B , and according to clustering on ^ e time scale or ( 

top: youngest phase; bottom: oldest phase. 
N: number of houses comprised in phase. 
column width: 100% each (also cf fig. 13). 
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nails finger tips i: simple ÜtCüRN. i: finger/nail impressions I; cu r \ i - 1: wa\ es 1: symme 

simple spatula decoration I: present 21 Unes lineariiv •2: spirals 2: cadres 

mult identcd 2: doublé 2: absent 3: hatchings •2: recti- 3: none 

spatula decoration 
3: treble 

decorat ion 

4: s tab-and-drag linearity 

LINES BAND FILLINGS 

y axes 1; empty bands 
nterrupted 

3; continuous 

EI.EMENTS NECK. 

I; lines 
2: hatchings 
'j: stab-and-drag 
4: poinls 

MAIN t lHARACT. NECK) 

c continuous & 
homogeneous 

2: discontinuous & 
homogeneous 
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heterogeneous 

4: discontinuous & 
heterogeneous 
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Fig. 20. ELSLoo viLLAGE. Proportioiis of various attributes per variable of pottery decoratk» over time. Phatc» coBipffiie cqaal numbcn of fad», arranged chronologkaUy by 
means of a principal components analysis of the variables marked with B . 

top: youngest phase; bottom: oldest phase. 
Data for finds, ten finds to the phase. 
Column width: 100% each. falso cf. fig. 13). 
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variables have been redelined in ihe time between 

the analyses. 

- for Elsloo thedistribulionsofthepits/housesover 

time were not converted lo the numbers of sherds. 

This was the first place because such a procedure 

involves a subslanlial inveslmcnl in lime, and in 

the second place because the tlnal and preferrcd 

outcome for Hienheim (MODEL UI) is very much 

parallel lo ihe original distribution of the factor 

scores. And, as slated before, any (re-)arrangement 

is arbitrary. 

Another corroboration of the general idea un-

derlying the present analysis can be found in a 

recent paper by Drennan (1976), especiaily re-

garding the construction of a chronological series 

- in his case, for ceramic data from Oaxaca in 

Mexico. He starts from a Brainerd-Robinson ma

trix of distances (dissimilarily-coefTicients) in a 

sample of four stratigraphical groups of together 22 

linds. The distances are calculated over au un-

specified set of traits of decoration and of form. This 

matrix is then entered inlo a nonmetric miilti-

dimensional scaling program (discussed, among 

others, by Hodson et al. 1971: 303; and Shepard et 

al. 1972: 52) to chronologically arrange this basic 

set; afterwards some 300 finds were added to 

produce the final series. In the present context, the 

follovving poinls are of special interest: 

Finds as such are found to contain sufficiënt 

inlormalion for a chronological ordering; co-

occurrence of traits on indi\idual sherds is nol used 

as input for the analysis. 

- Chronologically insignificant or unreliable 

variables are oniilled af'lcr a pilol sludy. 

- As iar as stratigraphic controls go, a number of 

finds is incorreclly placed by the program: noise, 

small size, and central posilion on ihe slrongly bent 

time Irajectory are mentioned as possible causes. 

Noisy finds are dropped (cf, however, Ch. H, 

Section 3), and small finds are as.signed to sections 

instead oj points on the time axis. 

- Frequency counts are used to monitor ceramic 

change as an image of the passage of time. 

As a critical remark, the disregard of the 

possibility of discontinuities has to be mentioned, 

whereas from the description two 'pseudo-continui-

ties' may be inferred: simultaneous change on a 

number of variables is simply taken lo mark the 

Iransilion bclvvcen jihases (a similar reilicalion of 

the phase concept as in Liining 1975: 181). 

Aparl from this criticism, I consider the paral-

lelism of Drennan's idcas and mine indepen-

dently developcd indicalixc of the \alidily of the 

basic principles. 

8. Conclmions 

Va shorlen ihe follovving discussion, I vvill intro

ducé some symbolic notations: 

" d " will stand for the decorated F^arly and 

Middle Neolithic pottery excavated at Hienheim 

u|) to and iiuluding 1970; this ware is the subject ol 

the present analysis. 

" D " will stand lor the decorated Karly and 

Middle Neolithic pottery of the entire modern site 

ol Hienheim, whether excavated or not, yet po-

tentially discoverable; d 6 D (or: d is a subset of D). 

" h " will indicate the part of the site that has been 

excavated until and including 1970, in some 

unspeciflable way roughly corresponding to d. 

Finally, " H " will represent the entire modern 

F>arly and Middle Neolithic site at Hienheim. 

Again, h € H; h is estimated to be about. 4 H or 

more; also, h is not a random sample from H, and 

thus not representative of H. In other words, the 

probability that any sherd from H is in h is nol 

constant; a smaller percentage of the sherds 

dumped near the forest front of the setllement are 

incorporalcd in h tliaii of ihose discarded on the 

river front. D may be ihoughl of as the modern 

representative of the decorated pottery of the 

Bandkeramik tradition, and H as ihe Conteni-

poraneous manifestation ol the settlemenl of Old 

Hienheim. 
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t)n llic basis olilic icsnlts cslablishrcl in the liilh 

section, hearing the ciualilications of the sixth 

section in mind (plus the corroborations in the 

seventh section), and using the symbols defined 

above, the following can be said about the research 

question \\ lu-lhcr liicre was a discontinuity or not 

from LBK to HR: 

+ I: in (1 therc is a discontinuit\. Ho\ve\er, since 

h is not reprcsentati\e of H, noliiing can i)c said of 

continuity or discontinuity within D. Similarly, as 

the possible relations between any pair of the terms 

d, D, h, and H (or between any of the minor terms 

and llic oiiginai ])()ttcrs at Old Hienheim) are not 

knou n, not even approxiinately, there is no way to 

deduce from d's discontinuity a similar disconti-

nuit\ in H cir .iinong ihc old potters, lor that 

matter. Thus, from the present analysis no"Sied-

lungskonstanz^ (continuous occupation at the same 

site; Berger 1973: 24) is to l)e concluded, 

+ 2: the research problem has been derived from 

the general question of'continuity of discontinuity 

in Ba\aria from LBK (o BR pottery decoration. If 

the genera! picture ofd, as])rcsenled in l'igs. 13 and 

14, is accepled, then it can be ol)served that almost 

all traits that logether constitute the style of 

decoration at the younger end of the scale (i.e., 

those eharacteristic of BR pottery) already occur 

BEFORK the discontinuity spoken of in the last 

paragraph. This is even clearer from the graphs of 

Kig. I (). which are in a way condensed iransforms of 

those in Kig. 15. Therefore, no matter whether 

there is a discontinuity in D, perhaps even aniong 

the old potters, a continuity in the Bandkeramik 

tradition of pottery decoration is apparent. So, 

since the take-off which would later result in the 

BR style of decoration evidently did occur in a 

Bavarian LBK milieu, the Zapotocka theory 

(Zapolockii 1970: '.28-29) has been rcfuled on tvvo 

important points: 

110 Bohemian or otiier aliochlhonous origins of 

BR need be assumed; 

HR is not a Bavarian \ai'ianl ol llie SBR style, 

l)ut a style ofdecoration in its own right. 

('on\ersely, her observation that in Baxariaii no 

evidence of the older phascs of the SBK can be 

fbund (Zapotocka 1970: 13) now falls into place, 

even gaining perspective from this analysis. 

Also, Meier-Arendt's theory (Meier-Arendt 

'975- •34"'35) of an autochthonous evolution of 

pottery decoration from LBK to BR appears to bc 

supported ("corrofxirated") by the present ana

lysis il interpreted as lejeriing lo the region. 

Unally, it would also seem that if there is place 

for two successive styles within BR (of which I am 

yet to be persuaded"). Unterisling with its hatched 

decoration (Zapotocka H)7O: PI. 8) would jjrecede 

the Oberlauterbacher style of stah-and-drag cle

ments. 

4 3 : in the first part of the sixth section il was 

stated that the usefulness of a model is a measure of 

its value. The conclusions above justify my model 

of continuity and discontinuity as presented in 

Section 2, p. 42-45, I think. This, then, is an cm-

pirical falsification of Van der Waals' statement 

already alluded to in note 2, that discontinuity can 

be suggested only: it can lie demonstrated, as 

continuity can be. 

I h e n , I would like to define the BR pottery 

decoration explicitly. Stroh (1940), who invented 

the term (and took it to mean the Bavarian facies of 

the Rossen style) gives only hints as to its meaning; 

Zapotocka 1970: 29, in attributing SBK principles 

to the ware, also presents summary descriptions 

only; Meier-Arendt 1975 seems to be too pre-

occupied with his analogue models to worr)- much 

about deflnitions (though some indicators as to the 

appearance of Unterisling are given: Meier-Arendt 

1975: 135); Torbrügge and Uenze 1968, Maier 

1964, Mauser-Goller 1969311 bypass the issue. This 

style of pottery decoration is characterized by; 

- TECHNiQUEs: multidcnted spatula, sometimes in 

combination with the "goat fbot tooi". 

NUMERiciTv: (absence of simple decoration), 

doublé (and quadruple) and treble execution of all 

motifs, auxiüary lines, etc. 
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- NECK DECüRATioN is pii'M'ii/ oii r \cry dcc'orated 

pot; it is generally executed in one single element, 

and interrupted in a metope-like fashion. 

COMPONENTS (both body and neck): either slab-

and-drag impressions or hatching, which seem to be 

alinosi niiitually exclusive on indi\idiial pols,^" 

often conibined vvitli a fringe ol points aroiind the 

motu's. 

- sTRucTURKs: rectiUneaily execiiled tnotifs. 

- MAIN MOTiFs: derivativcs of the zigzag (rhombs, 

zigzags, or simple oblique patterns). 

- AUxiLiARY LiNEs: may or may not be present, 

and ifso, disguised as fringes, pariiiioning Unes, etc. 

If these traits oceur together in a closed find ol 

Middle Net)lithic, Bavarian provenicnce, the iind 

may be naiiicd aller (his style ii ihe listcd traits 

occupy more than (say) 50% ol'the mixes. 

Because the above definition has ahnosl nothiiig 

in common with that ofRössen proper, il iiiight be 

beller lo lollow Meier-.'Xrendl's ad\iee ihal "ihe 

label "BR' should be rejeeled as beiiig ambigiioiis" 

(Meier-Arendt 1975: 160). In ils place "Slab and 

Hatch Complex" is proposed (in (iernian: "Slich-

Strich Komplex'" or "SSK", sounding rather 

different from "Stichband Keramik", "Ciross-

gartach", "Linearband Keramik", or "Münchs-

höfen", to name bul the contiguous styles); the lirsi 

two words point the two main alternative 

characteristics of the pottery, and "complex" 

indicates that it is a varianl wiiliin the Baiul-

keramik tradition, and not a separate entily. 

Two minor eonclusions will end this chapter: 

- Neither MODEL U nor MODEL I is entirely ade

quate to deseribe d at H. Especially the earlier part 

of MODEL II should be reconsidered fprobably 

compressed). 

Since h is not representative of H, d will ahnosl 

certainly nol be representative ol 1). Iherelitre, 

expanding the number of units in ihe analysis 

might considerably modify Figs. 13 and 14 (sec the 

Postscript lo this chapter). 

NOTES 

' As a sideline. liie Ibllowing delinitioiis may be proposed: A 
liadilwn relers lo the set of'variables for which (usually within a 
geograpbically restricted area) a continuous change over time 
can i>e postiilated. Style will indicate a set of synchronie mixes, a 
subslantial proportion of which show a homogeneous (or single 
trail) composilion. Then the sets that are less extreme in 
composilion could be labeled intermediate. 

For Hienheim il can be said that one tradition is object of 
study, viz., the Bandkeramik tradition of pottery decoration: 
iwo styles are tobeobserved in the data; LBK and BR, dcfmable 
on the basis of Fig. 15 as the conligurations at the bottom, and at 
the top, respectively. 

'' Two commenls: In Lüning 1973 innovation per time phase is 
stres.sed, ihereby giving the impression ihat innovationsoccur in 
clusters and that evolution is a jumping art'air. While this may 
have been the case a number of times, il should be recognized 
that regional (or "specilïc") evolution is usually gradual, the 
leaps forward being limiting cases only (Berger 1973: 37); or, 
even worse, more apparenl than real through lumping on an 
ordinal (i.e., discontinuous) time scale, an analyiical artifaci: 
" . . . time is nol a series of categories, il is a continuüm" (Plog 
1974:441. 

In \ 'a i i (lel Waals 197", coiuiiuiily is tonsidered ""demon-

strable as an archaeological realiiy", whereas discontiiuiily can 
bc suggesled only. However, if continuily can be "demon
strated", and if the opposite case cannot be demonstrated but 
suggested only, then neither can be falsified, and the problem of 
!dis)continuily is transferred to the metaphysical sphere. Il', as 
proposed here, these terms are defined in relation to one 
another, in a system, then their implications serve to falsify one 
another in concrete events. 

•* 'I'he resulting sequence is given by so-called factor-scores of 
the individual finds, of the general form of: 

s ^ a x + by + cz + . . . . 
in which a, b, c, . . . are constants ("factor coefFicients") 
characteristic of the variables used, and x, y, z , . . . the counts of 
the respective variables as observed in the find under conside-
ration. In the case of a missing value for x, y, z, . . . the usual 
procedure is to enter the mean for that variable, thereby 
introducing a kind of interpretative noise. 

' This will hold only if the PCI has been delined by means of 
samples truly representative of the original population, and il 
the evolution of the mixes has been non-regressive. Because of 
the rather large number of samples, their aggregate will be very 
close tosiicharepresentativity. Conversely, any single sample or 
Iind may dilfer considerably from the "no rm" for lts linie of 
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depositit)n, even vvlien it is still within probability l)ounds; this is 
most likeiy to oerur when the sample is small. 
'' As discusscd here. Models i and 2 are reworked in the next 
section on the basis ot' numbers of sherds, instead of pits. The 
implication is of a constant percentage of wasted and deposited 
sherds iiis-a-ris the original population of ceramics. lypo-
graphically, ihis chaiiRc is iiidiealed by MODKI. 1 and MODEL. 11 
«ri l ten large. 

The construction of au image of what these models stand for 
would start with the so-called "Clook method" (Cohen 197"): 
47'2), which could better have been named "C'.ook's Principle". 
Aecording to ihis principle, the relalive frequencies of any single 
attribute or \ariable of niaterial culture (as excavated, I 
presume) are directly proportional to the size of the original 
population oïhomo sp. W'hile 1 am aware of the shortcomings of 
this idea (forasummarycf. Cohen 1975) I thinkthat theseapply 
only to too narrow a one-to-one interpretation of this principle 
in too wide a field. If it is taken to mean "roughly coinciding 
with" and if its application is restricted to data which from a 
general evolutional point oi' view are homogencous, nothing 
iTiuch can be said against its use. 

In this way, the ordering produced by the PCIA for the 
Hienheim data, taken literally, could be "explained"" by 
assuminga mas.sive immigration l'ollowed by a rapid exhaustion 
ol the resources, forcing the main body of the population to 
march on alter about 4 "phases", while a small number ol' 
tenants is lelt bchind. Model 1 vvould then stand for the 
occupancy of the site by a constant number of people instead. 
. \nd Model 2 might accouiu for two radically dilferenl 
situations: 

Model '2d: When a small group colonizes an arca, expantls, 
and gradually exhausts its resources, then the size of the human 
population responding to the exploitative pattern will follow a 
normal curve. This is essentially the model used by Plog (1974: 
91-92) in a general discussion of change over prehistorie time. 
Not considered by him, houever, is the following model, which 
is probably etiualK, if not ituire, relevant and in an\ case more 
general: 

Model 2b: The nornially distributed frequcncy counts of (an 
attribute of' sonie Iradition 1' arise when the same human 
popidaiion lias produced a Iradition S before 'l and a tradition 
V aller it. Products S and U do not fit the catcgories used to 
classiiy the products oi' T . Moreover, S or U ma\ be void 
because a situation similar to Model 2a obtained. 

Whatever translation of the above models of material culture 
into the demographic/social sphere is concocted, the frequency 

distribution prescribed by the second model will probably be 
the best, most realistic one (Plog 1974: 92). Also, the "explana-
tion" of Model 2b has two advantages: it is not necessary to 
assume the \alidity of Cook's principle, and it seems to tie in 
nealK' with the present state of theorizing about the LBK -
uhether the LBK was produced by immigrants. or by Meso-
lithic autochthones (the local Mesolithic has not bcendefined as 
yet); and whcther aller BR the people moved awayor starled lo 
produce pottery without decoration. 

" This method of weighting is ralher crude. It has the 
advantage, however, of being easily performed on a primitive 
desk calculator. Some of the more sophisticated ways ol' 
smoothing are merely more complex develo}imcnls of the same 
idea (cf Clark 1975 plus references there). 
' An inllection point is that point of the graph where the 
direction of the curvature changes, convex becoming concave 
(or reverse); inFig. gthispoint ishalf-way between t(j) and t(i), 
where frequency (p) =frequency (q) =50", , , . In the case of the 
logistic curves in the other figurcs, it is easily found by dividing 
the overall change in the mix by 2 and then localing the poini 
v\here hall the change has been run through. 
'^ C'.omparable ligures for Hienheim are not available because 
oi differences between the final calculations. For Hienheim, the 
principal components solution was rotated to a "bet ter" 
descriptiou of the data, which renders meaningless the notion 
"lïcrcentage ol' the variance explained". However, this new 
chronological axis was confirmed by a multiple regression 
analysis: R" (MODEL 111) = .882; R^ (MODEL ma) = .899. In 

words: 88.2",,, resp. 89.9"„ofthe variance of the 11 traitsusedin 
ihe computation of the ordering is explained by the chrono
logical axes of MODELS m and ma. For Elsloo, rotation of the PC's 
did not produce a better interpretable result, on the contrary: 
trustcd markers of early pottery, such as absence of rim 
decoration and simple spatula, came to oppose one another. 
The scquence for Elsloo presented in the text is, thereforc, the 
unrotated solution; lor this ordering, in a multiple regression 
analysis R^ = .952 has been computed. 

" Hence, possibly, the customary difi'erentiation of the Unteris-
linger and Oberlauterbacher ware, which would seem real 
cnough on the hush oi' sur/act' collefted samples. However, at the 
Hienheim site both wcre found in the very same pils. Of course, 
ihis does not rulc out separate origins but these now remain to 
bc demonstrated by means oisystematic excavations, not with 
inventories of hazy collections. For a more specific discussion of 
the distributions of hatched and of stab-and-drag decorated 
ware at Hienheim, see p. 163. 
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CHAPIKR III 

POSTSCRIPT 

Some time after the above had been written, a vast complex of pits was excavated at the site of Hienheim. 

The pottery that eame out of it is comparatively early for this settlement; a CU 14 reading from the fillings of 

pit no. 1397 (one of this complex) gave 6220 ± 45 bp, 65 years older than any of the dates previously 

obtained. It wasdeeided toincorporate these fresh data (15 pits, ()2(J sherds) in my analyses. The lollowing 

text and accompanying graphs are intended to summarize the new results. 

Because of the early nature of the data to be added, 

the variable "presence or absence of neck decora-

tion" (FORMAT), was also entered into the compu-

tations of the chronological ordering; together with 

TKCHNî UES, cc:>MP<)NENTs (belly), and STRI-CTURF. 

summing 13 traits. Vo inakc up for the 61 pits (out 

of I 79) of the site without a sufficiënt number of rim 

sherds, an allowance had to be made by inserting 

the average values of the attributes of this variable 

(the "computational noise" of note 3, Ch. I I I ) . 

The first, or chronological, principal component 

accounted for 52.3",, of the variance of the vari

ables nietuioned (at Elsloo, 40.0"„). This time, 

rotation of the factor structure did not produce a 

better ordering of the ünds (as determined from the 

factor plot, and from a multiple regression analysis) 

and is therefore not incorporated in the present 

computations and results. The distribution of the 

finds on the chronological axis is summarized in 

Fig. 22. As has been demonstrated in the niain text 

of this chapter, there is an apparent discontinuity. a 

large, early cluster of finds is separated by a gap 

from a smaller, younger cluster, with a few finds 

occurring haphazardly in the gap. Forty-two finds 

do not belong to the main cluster, a number exactly 

equal to that of the finds younger than the 

discontinuity made visible in Figs. 14 to 16. 

Given this result I did not think it necessary to re-

do the entire analysis of the Sections 5 and 6 in Ch. 

III . Instead, I will brielly note a changc in the 

positions of some finds and say a little on the checks 

of the principal components soltition proposed in 

Section 6. 

The incorporation of the variai)le "presence of 

neck decoration" (i.e., FORMAT) into the computa

tions has resulted in an important re-positioning of 

at least fbur finds: 1115 and 1116 are now younger 

than the discontinuity (which seems better, intui-

tively), with nos. 0364 and 0648 older now (also 

intuitively more satisfying). Still, the major con-

clusion of Ch. III (SSK attributes were clearly 

present before the observed discontinuity, and LBK 

ones after it) also holds good for the new ordering 

(Fig. 23, which presents the MODEL I distribution 

and counts; the graphs have not been smoothed; cf. 

Fig- 13)-
Regarding the checks proposed carlier, ' the 

shape of the several curves largely conforms lo the 

presciptions of Figs. 9 and 11, notwithstanding the 

fiuctuations (this is largely the resull of their bcing 

unsmoothed). 

The radiocarbon datings are in conqjlete 

agreement with the statistically computed 

ordering, as far as the reliable ones are con-

cerned (cf discussion on p. 58; the datings have 

been entered in Fig. 25): 
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Fig. 12. HIENHEIM: distribution of finds and sherds (stippicd) along cliroiiological axis in (grouped) factor scores. 'Older' to ttic 
left, 'younger' to the rigtit. 

No. of fiiids indicated at the top of the full-drawn bars. 
No. of sherds in percentages on scale to the left. 
f^ivision into macro-phases indicated at the lop of the ligure. 

Set]iicncc I4C; date Kind Rcniarks 
numljer yrs. BP number 

' 5 5780 ± 50 0108 

^9 5905 ± 45 1115 

<«) 6000 0620 

7» 5910 ± 50 0068 suspect, cf p. 58 

97 Ö125 ± 35 0414 
82 6155 ± 45 0822 suspect, cf p. 58 

' 74 6220 ± 45 •397 

On tlie subject oi'stratigraphieal checks f am ablc 

to re|)oi t agreemciit now of observcd and com-

putcd sequence: tind no. 0548 has a younger 

"date" (seq. no. 88) than find no. 0555 (seq. no. 

108). The cause «f this shouid perhaps be sought 

eithcr in the incorporation of the variable FORMAT-

rcsuUing in a fjetter instrument or in the targer 

number of' finds resulting in a narrowing of llic 

confidence intervals (see discussion on p. 59-60) 

- or both. 

1 think that the agreement of the C'haptcr fff 

anafysis with the present one, plus the ironing out 

of some of the obvious errors of the former here, 

demonstrate (again) the general validity of the 

method. 

fn the sections alluded to, irregularities were 

observed in the older part of tlie scale; contraction 

of that part was proposed as a remedy. It shouid be 

(re-)emphasized lliat the length of the scale or of 

parts of it is entircly arbitrary: il'two linds are found 

to be very close to one another on the chronological 

scale, this may legitimately be translated into 

rankings of, say, 47 and 48. It is quite another 

thing, however, to makc this difference in ranking 

correspond to, e.g., one milhmelre on graph paper 
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• TECHNJQUES NUMERICITY • NECK D t ( ORN. B COMPONENTS B E L L Y ) • S T R L C T I R E S MOTIES AUXILIARV LINES BAND FILLINGS ELEMENTS ( N E C K ) 

i: nails/finger tips 1; simple 1:absent i: finger/nail impressions 1: curvi- 1: wa\es I: symmetry axes 1: empty bands 1: lines 
2: simple spalula decoration 2: present 2: lines linearitv 2; spirais 2: cadrcs 2: interrupted 2; tinger/nail impressions 
3: multi-dented 2: doublé 3: hatchings 2 : r e c t i - 3: none 3: (ontinuous 3; hatchings 

spatula decoration 4: stab-and-drag points linearitv 4: stab-and-drag 
4: 'goat foot tooi 3: treble 

decoration 
5: poinis. 5: poinis 

Ph N 

20 9 

19 10 

17 9 

17 17 

16 14 

15 5 

14 9 

13 8 

12 4 

11 12 

10 6 

9 9 

8 15 

7 8 

6 4 

5 13 

4 8 

3 4 

2 8 

1 7 

179 

> 
z 
c 

n 
c 
z 

Fig. 23. HIENHEIM: Proportions of various attributes per variable of decoration over time. Phases comprise ^proximately equal number of sherds (MODEL I), ordered 
chronologically by means of a principal components analysis of the variables marked with • : top-youngest phaie, bottom-oldest phaae (cf. Fig. 13). 

N of pils: number of finds in which the sherds were collected. 
Column width: 100% each. 
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- lor is this diirerenee equal lo the dillerenee data 95.2'\,; these ligures are not strictly eoni-

between the rankings 42 and 43? parable to those in the Postseript, as the Ibrnier ones 

To illustrate this, a multiple regression analysis relate to groups of finds/phases and the laitei- ones 

was run on the ordering as derived from the PCA, to the individual tinds and rankings). 

with equal dillerences in ranking given equal Finally, in P'ig. 25 the counts of the several 

nieaniiig. In f'ig. 24. the results have been as- altrii)utes are dcpieted in a diagram vvilh seven 

sembled: hori/.ontalK the nialheniatieally best ehronologieal phases. These phases are those sug-

OLO , 0 1.0 YOUNG 

I I 
C H R O N O L O G I C A L ORDERING 

IJO 

+ 
-0.0 

Fig. 24. HIKNHKIM: plot o l thc Ècsidiials iii a mulüpli ' regression 
analysis. 

Independent (or predicting) variables: techniques, presence 
of rim decoration, clements (belly) and structures. 

Horizontal; dependent (or predicted) variable: one-by-one 
ehronologieal ordering, standardized. 

Vertical: residuals (ditTerence between coinputed sequence 
and ordering of the cases), standardized. 

Plot shows two clusters: one larger, older one, and a sccond, 
smaller and younger one. 

approxiiiialion of ihat ordering, and \erlieally the 

ditl'erenees ol' approxinialed and input ordering. 

The distribiuion of the points (eaeh representing 

one lind) is of eourse very much sitnilar to thal of 

Fig. 22 - yel here 73.7",, of the variancc of the four 

variables has been "explained" (the MODEL 111 

ordering in Ch. 111 aeeounted for 88.2"(, of the 

variance, and the ordering produced for the Elsloo 

L B K S S K 
II III IV VI VII 

\'mm^ 

MACRO.PHASES 

VARIABLES 

T E C H N I Q U E S ; 

1 «impU Bpatul* 
2 hng«rtipt, n«il i and 

*go*l foot tooi" 
3. multid«rtt«d tpatula 

N U M E R I C I T Y : 
1. l impl* decoration 
2. doubls d«corstion 
3. t rabi* d«coration 

NECKDECORATION: 
1.praaant 2.«baant 

ELEMENTS (BELLY) : 

1. linaa 
2. pointi 
3. halchingt 
4. fingar/nail impraaaiont 
5. ttab-and.drag 

STRUCTURES: 

1. curvtltnaar 2.raclrlinaar 

M A I N M O T I E S : 
1. apirila 2.wava> 

AUXILIARY L I N E S : 
\. no «UI.linea amploysd 
2. cadrea 
3. aymmatry axet 

F ILL ING OF BANDS: 
1. ampty banda 
2. intarruptad filtings 
3. continuoua filhnga 

' ^-'^^^^!^!/^^^^-^"' 1 , „ , :<7^; 3 ELEMENTS ( N E C K ) : 

1. hnai 
2. pointa 
3- hatchingt 
4- fingar/nail impraaaions 
5- stab.and -drag 

^_J^..^*,:.:.:|.:-.« \:i-:-^ 

ELEMENTS ( N E C K ) : 

1. hnai 
2. pointa 
3- hatchingt 
4- fingar/nail impraaaions 
5- stab.and -drag 

ELEMENTS ( N E C K ) : 

1. hnai 
2. pointa 
3- hatchingt 
4- fingar/nail impraaaions 
5- stab.and -drag 

ELEMENTS ( N E C K ) : 

1. hnai 
2. pointa 
3- hatchingt 
4- fingar/nail impraaaions 
5- stab.and -drag 

^^^••• • • - | . ' . - .v , ' , - | ; - .v->^ s 

ELEMENTS ( N E C K ) : 

1. hnai 
2. pointa 
3- hatchingt 
4- fingar/nail impraaaions 
5- stab.and -drag 

- L « Ï Ï 2 £ É ^ ^ - 1 1 

ELEMENTS ( N E C K ) : 

1. hnai 
2. pointa 
3- hatchingt 
4- fingar/nail impraaaions 
5- stab.and -drag 

2610 2271 76 150 60 738 233 NR.OF SHERDS/PHASE 

71 60 6 5 6 26 5 NR.OF F I N D S / P H A S E 
1 

6220 
145 

6125 
135 

5905 57BO 
145 ! 50 

C 14 dates b.p. 

Fig. 2-). HIENHEIM: proportions of attributes of'ceramic decora
tion per MACRo-PHASE, as 'defined' by discontinuities in the 
factor scores of the finds. Therefore, the discontinuity derived in 
the textofCh. I I I has not been emphasized; itcoincides with the 
dotted line separating OH'PH ASES I V/III; PHASE tv is to be regarded 
as a transition from the LBK to the SSK at Hienheim (cf. I'ig. i6). 
X ^ insullicient data. 
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gesled by the lootcs ol'Figs. 22 and 24: the clusters 

visible there have been retained here, only split up 

to make the developments better visible, just as 

the very thinly spread finds in the gap between 

"LBK" and "SSK" have been kept thinly spread 

tbr the same purpose. After much computational 

U()ul)le the linal distribution in Chapter III ofthe 

Hienheim data was much like the one produced 

initially I)N the P('A, so il seems pointless to go 

through that cycle again. In this way the dis-

continuity in the local development is caught in the 

transitional phase IV, and an emphasizing ofthe 

rupture as in Fig. 16 was therefore not thought 

necessary. 

In Table 78 the chronological ordering as 

derived in this Postscript is presented. 


